A.P.A.C.C. - Aberdeen Progress Association & Chamber of Commerce
Miscellaneous Notes:
Mid / Late 2005
- Visits to Glenbawn Dam Museum of Rural Life.
The idea formulated - A Museum for Aberdeen .
7th February, 2006 - Minutes of APACC Meeting General Business: “John Scriven suggested that Roy Staddon, Jan
Sumner and himself continue with investigations for the relocation of the
Rural Life Museum to Aberdeen.”
1st March, 2006
- Minutes of APA CC Meeting
General Business: “ Roy Staddon spoke about the relocation of the Rural
Life Museum from Lake Glenbawn to Aberdeen. A business plan needs to
be prepared. “
[ A.P.A.C.C. group disbanded ]
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mid 2006

- Group of interested ex-members from APACC meet to
discuss the condition of Glenbawn Museum and how we can
continue to promote Aberdeen.

December, 2006

- Scone Advocate reports on the conditions at the
Glenbawn Museum …”something needs to be done.”

January, 2006

- Scone Advocate reports that “some people in Aberdeen
have a dream” and wants to save the Glenbawn Museum
and re-house the contents at a museum in Aberdeen.

August 2006

- Meeting at Willow Grove Recreation Rooms where Roy
Staddon presented his notes on the museum.

31st August, 2006

-

General Concept Plan written for the
Upper Hunter Museum of Rural Life.

29th September, 2006 - Minutes of Upper Hunter Museum of Rural Life
Election of Office Bearers etc.
20th October, 2006

- Membership paid to UHMRL group.

26th October, 2006

- Certificate of Incorporation for the group Upper Hunter Museum of Rural Life Inc.

April, 2007

- Leo Walsh, President of UHMRL, prepared detailed
Concept Papers for consideration by the Management
Committee of Glenbawn Museum.

June, 2007

- Public Meeting at St. Lukes Hall, Scone –
The UHMRL Inc. group presented their proposal to
the public.

July, 2007

- Upper Hunter Shire Council at Scone calls for expressions
of interest for community representatives to form the Hunter
Valley Museum of Rural Life Committee (as a section 355
Committee of Council).

Glenbawn museum lifeless

By: RhondaTurner
Despite its lonely location and-uninviting appearance, the Hunter Valley
Museum of Rural Life at Glenbawn Dam
has not been forgotten by its trustees and
is definitely not closed.
But the early pioneers to whom the
museum was built as a lasting memorial
nearly 40 years ago must be turning in
their graves.
Lake Glenbawn State
Park Trust chairman
Graeme
Woodlands said
he was aware of
the rumours and,
while the museum is not open on a regular
• basis, it is open by
appointment.
"Several school groups
and other groups like the
Probus Club have visited
the
museum,"
Mr
Woodlands said.
"The building is a bit
neglected and needs major
repair but there simply
isn't enough funding
available to bring it up to
an acceptable standard or
to properly care for the .
contents.
"This collection needs
to be cared for, far better
than Lake Glenbawn State
Park's resources allow
for."
The Trust has been
working on the problem
for some years now <}Ildis
presently updating the
inventory of items in the
vast collection of mostly
pre-1920 artefacts aepicting early rural life in the
Hunter Valley.
Inside are a grand piano

from Tomago, horse-drawn hearse from
Gresford, marble bath from the former
Segenhoe Stud, cheese presses from
Denman plus countless tools, household
wares and implements c·ontributedfrom
all over the Hunter Valley. Outside is a
collection of carts, old farming equipment and machinery.
The purpose-built Museum of Rural
Life, located

below the dam wall, was opened with a
·brass band and much fanfare on June 12,
1966, by the Minister for Lands in front
of an estimated crowd of 3000 people.
In his speech at the time, Mr Lewis
said he believed "this excellent museum"
would be a great attraction to the area, a
tangible reminder of the pioneers of the ·
Hunter Valley and a way of
preserving past relics.

The museum was established by the
Lake Glenbawn National Park Trust in
co-operation with the Hunter Valley Cooperative Dairy Compariy which operated the Oak kiosk nearby.
. But it all changed after the dam wall
was heightened in 1983. The eastern
foreshore of Lake Glenbawn was gradually developed as the major recreation
area, bypassing the museum and kiosk
which was demolished
some years ago.
So, what to do with the
rapidly
deteriorating
museum and its extensive
collection? Mr Woodlands
said funding is the big concern.
"The -moralresponsibility of whoever minds this
collection requires adequate financial resources,
so· obviously something
does need to be done," he
said.
Whether that means
returning relics to thei1
original localities 01
finding something like a
million dollars to upgrade,
relocate or build a new
museum is an unenviable
question to be answered.·
In his 1966 opening
speech, the Minister fo1
Lands raised much laughter when he said how nice
it was to see the museum at
Glenbawn Dam completed, unlike "another building on Benelong Point not _
yet completed".
This comparison with
the Sydney Opera House
40 years ago .seems a little
ironic when looking at the
Museum of Rural Life in
its unloved state today.
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tieraeen wants
the Glenbawn
museum
By: Rhonda Turner

Some people in Aberdeen ~ave a m:eam. And it's a
positive one they hope to tum mto reality.
An idea being investigated by members. of the
Aberdeen Progress Association and Chamber of
Commerce (APACC) could solve the problem of the
future of the existing Hunter Valley Museum of Rural
Life at Glenbawn Dam.
If the idea gets off the ground, establishment of a
purpose-built museum in Aberdeen to house the vast
collection of mostly pre-1920 artefacts currently
wasting away in the deteriorating G_lenbawnmuseum
could become a major tourist attract10n for the town.
• APACC vice president Roy Staddon said it was a
shame that the Glenbawn museum had "gone to rack
and ruin" and his group had been discussing the
possibility of its relocation to Aberd~en..
"But it wasn't until we saw the article m The Scone
Advocate ("Glenbawn museum lifeless", 221121~5)
that we started acting more seriously,"Mr Stadd?~ ~~d.
"We've been looking at several highway possibihttes
m Aberdeen that would open up the museum to thousands of travellers, unlike the remoteness of Gleil.bawn.
"And there are a few funding ideas that we're
sourcing for construction of a proper purpose-built
museum."
•
Mr Staddon and another APACC member John
Scriven recently visited a·heritage village in Quirindi
and a railway museum in Werris Creek to get some
ideas as to what is needed.
"We're very positive·about this_,"_CrScriven said.
"We're not looking at taking ownership of the museum
away from the Glenbawn trustees, we just want to give
it a new home."
Lake Glenbawn State Park Trust chairman Graeme
Woodlands told The Advocate in December there isn't
sufficientfunding to bring the Glenbawn museum back
to an acceptable standard.
"This collection (ofrelics) needs to be cared for, far
better than Lake Glenbawn State Park's resources
allow for," he said.
The Museum of Rural Life, located below the dam
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wall, was officially
opened on June 12, 1966
as a tangible reminder of
the pioneers of the area
with a huge collection of
donated relics depicting
early rural life in the
Hunter Valley.
Inside are a grand
piano from Tomago,
horse-drawn hearse from
Gresford, marble bath .
from
the
former
Segenhoe Stud, cheese
presses from Denman •
and countless tools,

household wares, imp ements and items of
clothing.
Outside is a collection
of carts, old farming
equipment and machinery.
The museum was
established by the Lake
Glenbawn National Park
Trust in co-operation
with the Hunter Valley
Co-operative
Dairy
Company which operated the adjacent Oak
kiosk, now demolished.

It was a popular attraction for visitors and local
school groups until after
the dam wall was heightened in 1983 and Lake
Glenbawn's eastern foreshore became the major
focus, effectively bypassing the museum
which became forgotten.
APACC has written to
the Lake Glenbawn State
ParkTrustthis week indicating its interest in the
future of the museum.

The museum and
Madame Ramus
The Museum of . Rural Life at
Glenbawn Dam has a wealth of stories
to tell and none are more intriguing
than the tale behind the marble bath.
Englishman
Thomas
Potter
Macqueen established the former
Segenhoe Stud (now known as The
Vinery stud) in the 1820s.
For Macqueen, extravagance was a
way of life.
He cheerfully spent money on a
Madame Ramus whom he haJ
installed in his homestead at Segenhoe
in a degree of luxury that few could
even imagine in those days.
.
The luxuries included this huge
imported bath made of solid marble in
which Madame Ramus regularly

bathed in milk.
The story goes that the milk was then
given to the convicts employed at
Segenhoe as ·part of their rations.
When his English creditors finally
caught up with him, Macqueen was
forced to sell off Segenhoe.
Madame Ramus took off to Sydney
with Dr Fowler and Macqueen left
Australia in 1838.
A century later Segenhoe Stud was
bought by Lionel Israel who installed
a "huge tiled bath" in one of his Art
Deco-style bathrqoms.
"I gave the marble one to the local
museum," Mr Israel later said.
"It was too bloody uncomfortable
without the milk!"

•

'Aberd·een wants the
Glenbawn museum
By: RhondaTurner
in Aberdeen that would open up the museum to thouSome people in Aberdeen have a dream. And it's a sands of travellers, unlike the remoteness of Glenbawn.
"And there are a few funding ideas that we're
positive one they hope to turn into reality.
An idea being investigated by members of the sourcing for construction of a proper. purpose-built
' .
Aberdeen Progress •Association and Chamber of museum."
Mr Staddon and another APACC member John
Commerce (APACC) could solve the problem of the
future of the existing Hunter Valley Museum of Rural Scriven recently visited a heritage village in Quirindi
and a railway museum in Werris Creek to get some •
Life at Glenbawn Dam.
If the idea gets off the ground, establishment of a ideas as to what is needed.
"We're very positive about this," Cr Scriven said.
purpose-built museum in Aberdeen to house the vast
"We're
not looking at taking ownership of the museum
collection of mostly pre-1929 artefacts currently
wasting away in the deteriorating Glenbawn museum away from the Glenbawn trustees, we just want to give
it a new home."
could become a major tourist attraction for the town.
Lake Glenbawn State Park Trust chairman Graeme
- APACC vice president Roy Staddon said it was a
Woodlands
told The Advocate in December there isn't
shame that the Glenbawn museum had "gone to rack
. and ruin" and his group had been discussing the . sufficient funding to bring the Glenbawn museum back
to an acceptable standard.
possibility of its relocation to Aberdeen.
"This collection (of relics) needs to be cared for, far
"But it wasn't until we saw the article in The Scone
better
than Lake Glenbawn State Park's resources
Advocate ("Glenbawn museum lifeless", 22/12/05)
allow
for,"
he said.
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with a huge collection of
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early rural life in the
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Gresford, marble bath
from
the
former
Segenhoe Stud, cheese
presses from Denman
and countless tools,
household wares, implements and items of
clothing.
Outside is a collection
of carts, old farming
equipment and machinery.
The museum was
established by the Lake
Glenbawn National Park
Trust in co-operation
with the Hunter Valley
Co-operative
Dairy
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school groups until after
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ened in 1983 and Lake
For Macqueen, extravagance was a with Dr Fowler and Macqueen left
Glenbawn's eastern foreAustralia in 1838.
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shore became the major
A century later Segenhoe Stud was
He cheerfully spent money on a
focus, effectively byMadame Ramus whom he haJ bought by Lionel Israel who installed
passing the museum
installed in his homestead at Segenhoe a "huge tiled bath" in _oneof his Art
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in a degree of luxury that few could Deco-style bathrooms.
APACC has written to
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The museum and
Madame Ramus
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CONCERNED:Audrey Ennyisletakes a look at the Glenbawn museum.

Scone historian likes idea
Scone historian Audrey Entwisle has
been concerned about the deterioration of
the Glenbawn museum for some time.
"For too long this unique collection of
rural lite has remained neglected in its
unsuitable building," Mrs Entwisle wrote
in a letter published in The Scone
Advocate of April 12 last year.
"Many organisations and individuals
helped to finance and set up the collection

(and) it would be tragic for any of these
items to be dispersed. But what is to be
done?"
Mrs Entwisle has indicated her support
for the recent interest shown by the
Aberdeen group.
• "If they can do it, it's wonderful," she
said. "But they'll need professional help,
let alone the funding.
"Aberdeen would be the ideal locality:"
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rural life has remained neglected in its
unsuitable building," Mrs Entwisle wrote
in a letter published in The Scone
Advocate of April 12 last year.
"Many organisations and individuals
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(and) it would be tragic for any of these
items to be dispersed. But what is to be
done?"
Mrs Entwisle has indicated her support
for the recent interest shown by the
Aberdeen group.
"If they can do it, it's wonderful," she
said. "But they'll need professional help,
let alone the funding.
"Aberdeen would be the ideal locality."

Dorothy likes museum idea
No-one is happier about the latest interest in
the future of the Glenbawn Museum of Rural
Life than its last curator Dorothy Wharton.
"It's gratifying to see interest taken in the
Glenbawn museum," she said. "I commend the
Aberdeen Progress Association (which is looking at relocating the museum) and Mrs Entwisle
(Scone historian who first raised concerns about
the museum early last year)."
Mrs Wharton was a paid curator on weekends
and public holidays in the days when the
Glenbawn Museum was a popular attraction for
both locals and visitors.
She can't remember exactly when her
employment as the last paid curator ended but
estimated it was "over 10 years ago".
"Before the eastern foreshore was opened up
(after the dam was enlarged in 1983), families
enjoyed a barbecue and a visit to the museum,"
Mrs Wharton recalled.
"But the museum (below the dam wall) is no •
longer in a suitable area. It needs to be where it
can be easily seen with plenty of parking and perhaps a coffee shop.
"This musuem has been too long just locked
up. It has a wonderful and unique collection of
relics depicting our early history and paying a
tribute to our pioneers."
Mrs Wharton said in her years as .curator she

met people from various parts of the \\'.Orldwho
often remarked on items they hadn't seen in larger museums overseas.
"Every exhibit in the museum tells a story,"
she said, referring to the horse-drawn hearse
which, after its working life, stood in a Gresford
backyard as a fowl roost.
"The hearse was rescued and transported to
the museum and was always a great talking point
with school children who visited.
"They were in awe imaging someone being
taken for their last ride and wondering what if the
horse bolted!"
Mrs Wharton said the museum was ofteh "a
trip down memory lane" for many visitors who
remembered relics they once owned but no
longer had.
"I remember one couple engrossed in an item
and the wife said 'we had that, I wonder what
happened to it' .
. "The husband replied '. you mad~ me take it to
the tip' and there are lots of people who can
relate to that."
Mrs Wharton said she supported the latest
efforts of the Aberdeen group to find funding for
relocation of the Glenbawn l·elics to a proposed
new purpose-built museum in Aberdeen.
"I hope the museum is again open for all to
visit," she said.

DorothyWhartonIs pleasedto see the latestnewson her belovedGlenbawriMuseum.
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Welldone,Aberdeen
Congratulations to the people of
Aberdeen for their suggestion to re•
house the Glenbawn Rural Museum

( "Aberdeen wants the Glenbawn
nu,seum", Advocaie 1911/06).
I endorse all Mrs Audrey
F.otwisle's remarks and also •hose of
Cr John Scriven that ownership must
stay with the trustees of the museum.
As the daughter of an original
donor of exhibits, who also gave
some help with collection of others,
I am SUIC other descendants of other
donors will appreciate this proposed

action.

HeatherAshford
Scone.

Discover the past
The Lake Glenbawn State Park Trust will
open the doors this weekend on a fascinating
array of exhibits reflecting life as it was for
the district's pioneers.
'
This open day will be held from 10am. to 2
pm on Sunday, April 23.
Trust chairman Graeme Woodlands said
that, as the museum nears its 40th anniversary, organisers were keen to show that this
unique collection was still a viable attraction
and one worth viewing-particularly in view of
the concern that had been expressed about its
future.
The Trust has completed an audit of all
items including those which have been donated as well as those lent by local and regional
supporters.
The museum was officially opened on June
12, 1966, and was widely hailed as a fitting
salute to the people who constituted our rural
beginnings.
Visitors next Sunday can experience such
flashbacks to 19th century life (and eath) as
the horse-drawn hearse from Gresford, or the
convict connotations of the huge marble bath
from the fained Segenhoe Stud which was
established nearly 200 years ago (no, the convicts employed there didn't use the bath-but
they allegedly were fed the milk which that
legendary lady of the house, Madame Ramus,
regularly bathed in!).
Today's men of the land can wonder about
the tools and implements of another era while
female visitors can look over the apparel of a
jeanless, T-shirtless and very corsetted age.
There are memories of a time when people
. actually made their own inusic in the shape
of the grand piano from Tomago, or when
'dairy', as in the cheese presses from Denman,
didn't mean something from a supermarket
shelf.
And there are carts and pumps and farming
-·equipment of old to warm the heart of anybody with a regard for the past.
The museum trustees believe that this sentiment is not an isolated one in the community, an~ a good attendance next Sunday will be
a fitting endorsement of that view.
Popular from its inception 40 years ago, the
museum slipped from public awareness when
. the Glenbawn Dam wall was enlarged and the
eastern foreshore effectively by-passed the
exhibition. Sunday could show that this
showcase of rural history is back where it
belongs.

Audrey Entwisle supports the recent bid to raise interest in the Hunter Valley
museum of Rural Life at Glenbawn Dam.
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GlenbawnMuseumopen day
The Hunter Valley Museum • of Rural Life at
Glenbawn Dam will be ~e venue for an open day on
Sunday, April 23, from 10am to 2pm.
.
The Lake Glenbawn·State Park Trust decided to hold
the open day to encourage people to s~ that ~e m~seum still exists and is open to the pubbc, despite widespread concerns about its future.
.
The museum was officially opened m June 1966 and
was popular with visitors until enlargement of the dam
wall changed the demographics at Lake Glenbawn and
the museum became forgotten.
.
Trust chairman Graeme Woodlands said a year-long
inventory of all exhibits bas just been completed and
identifies not only every article in the museum but also
those that have gone missing over the years.
The Aberdeen Progress Association bas pro~os~d
that the museum be relocated to a highway locauon m
Aberdeen, something that the Trust is not opposed to at
.this early stage.
,
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Museum
OpenDay
success
attheLake
THE Open Day at The Museum of Rural
Life at Lake Glenbawn Dam proved a success on Sunday.
Just before 10 am, the first group arrived
to inspect the vast collection housed in the
building,which was first opened 40 years
ago this June.
Over the next 4 hours, about 100 people
came to look at our wonderful collection of
memorabilia, ranging from a huge stump
puller and old bakers' delivery van, to intricate clothing, hand tools, carts, aboriginal
artefacts, penny farthings, farming tools
and everyday life items, used as early as the
1830s. Everyone who visited agreed that it
is a wonderful and complete collection.
• Words and photos courtesy of Mary Shields.

VISITORS: Pam Homsey and Lucy Ralston, both from

HISTORY:Jeff Wolfgang of Denman, who visited the Lake

Seaham, who had relatives in.the local area.

Glenbawn museum especially for the open day.

Aberdeen still wants Glenbawn

museum

ABERDEENresidents are striving to establish a local museum, which will serve as a centre to display
collections of exhibits focussing on aspects of rural life in the Upper Hunter area.
A new organisation to help promote and speed up the process has been formed in Aberdeen, The Upper
Hunter Museum of Rural Life Inc.
The organisation, which has recently received funding from last week's fashion show held at the
Aberdeen Bowling Club, hopes to relocate the Lake Glenbawn museum to Aberdeen.
A committee of 12 has been formed and an amount of formative work has already been taking place.
With the museum at Glenbawn now closed the new organisation has intentions of relocating the
dilapidated museum to Talyor Park in Aberdeen.
However the Upper Hunter Shire Council has not yet approved the re-location of the museum but council
officers have been discussing with committee member's possible locations in Aberdeen.
Concept plans have been compiled and members of the committee have visited other regional museums
to help formulate ideas for the proposed centre.
President of the Upper Hunter Museum of Rural Life Inc Leo Walsh said relocating the Glenbawn museum
to Aberdeen would kill two birds with one stone.
"By bringing the museum to Aberdeen it would preserve the valuable material within it and add heritage
to the Aberdeen," Mr Walsh said.
"The museum would benefit both tourists and the town itself, it would also educate the children, who no
nothing about what Australia was like in that time," he said.
Mr Walsh also said that he hopes construction for the new museum could begin in as little as a year's
time and the committee plans to have much of the preliminary work completed before the end of the
year.
A public meeting will be called early next year and specific details and plans will be announced and all
residents are invited to attend.
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Museum move gains momentum
By Colleen O'Sullivan
THE museum collection at Lake Glenbawn is gathering dust when it
could be a major tourist attraction for Aberdeen and the greater Upper
Hunter region.
This is the reasoning behind the establishment of a new steering
committee that aims to relocate the museum and rejuvenate
Aberdeen's town centre in the process.
The Upper Hunter Museum of Rural Life Inc. committee want to move
the museum (of the same name) closer to town from its current site at
Lake Glenbawn.

MUSEUM WANTED:
Committee members John
Scriven, Larry Keegan and
Leo Walsh at Lake
Glenbawn, the site of the
current museum.

Leading the charge is Leo Walsh, the deputy principal at St Joseph's
School, Aberdeen, who said the committee is in discussions with State Parks and the Upper Hunter Shire
Council.
•
"There are no plans to look after it there (at the State Park)," Mr Walsh said.
"It certainly doesn't have a huge amount of use at the moment."
Lake Glenbawn manager Danny Shields said the museum continues to be opened to groups of people by
appointment, which has been the case for the last 15 years.
He acknowledged it would be beneficial to the whole community to have the museum opened on a daily
basis or at least more regularly.
"We have been in contact with the committee and are continuing discussions. There is still a long way to
go." Mr Shields said.
A public meeting has been earmarked for February 2 next year to see if the 12-member committee's
has the backing of the wider community.

idea

Committee secretary and former retired principal and teacher, Larry Keegan, said there was a great need
for the museum.
"This is needed and Aberdeen is probably the ideal location and we have a very good high school and
substantial primary schools in the area.
"The museum will operate as a facility designed to collect, preserve, restore and interpret objects and
information related to the history, heritage and culture of this region," Mr Keegan said.
Just where the museum will be relocated to has not been pinpointed as yet.
"Council officers have recommended some areas we could use," Mr Walsh said.
Should the committee chose to buy privately they estimate the building would cost less than $300,000.
"Funding is a problem for the committee and to assist in the provision of basic operational expenses a
fashion show was held in Aberdeen last Saturday," Mr Keegan said.
Councillor John Scriven said the museum would be a major tourist attraction of the Upper Hunter Shire
and encouraged everyone to get behind the committee.
"It would be a shame to have the Glenbawn collection leave the shire," Cr Scriven said.

Mr Walsh said other groups in Aberdeen have been working to establish the town's tourism facilities with
projects such as a Visitors Information Centre and disabled toilets.
"We've got a very enthusiastic committee but we are realistic and do not want to over extend people," he
said.
Mr Walsh said plans to incorporate a kiosk with the museum would see it opened on a more regular basis
to the tourist trade.

AN UPPERHUNTERMUSEUMOF
RURALLIFE.
During recent weeks a new organisation has been formed
in our town. It's full title is "The Upper Hunter Museum Of Rural
Life Inc". Ultimately,it is hoped to establish a local Museum
which will serve as a centre to display collections of exhibits
focussing on aspects of rural life in the Upper Hunter area. The
Museum will operate as a facility designed to collect, preserve,
restore and interpret objects and information related to the
history,heritage and culture of this region.
A Committee of twelve has been formed and a great deal
of formative work to establish this group has been taking
place. Concept Plans have been compiled and members of
the Committee have visited other Regional Museums to help
formulate ideas for the proposed centre.
Funding is a problem for the Committee and to assistin the
provision of basic operational expenses; John Scriven has
offered to hold a fashion Show in conjunction with a 4-course
dinner at the Aberdeen Bowling Club on Saturday, 2nd
December. Admission to this Function will be $25 and is hoped
that this event will be well supported.
Before the conclusion of this year the Committee hopes.that
much of the formative work relating to the establishment of
the Museum will have been completed.
A public meeting will be called early next year and specific
details and plans will be announced. Membership of this
organisation will be opened to the public and generally the
interest,support, patronage and involvement of as many as
possible will be invited. LK
The Aberdeen Whisper, December 2006

ADVANCING
ABERDEENNEWS
Anglo Coal (Darttbrook Management) Pty Ltd has offered to
provide up to $200,000towards the development of A F Taylor
Park.
Council has accepted Anglo Coal's offer and has provided
a draft Heads of Agreement for consideration by the
company.
Council engineers are currently preparing a schedule of
w?rks and timeline for the development of Taylor Park,which
will be forwarded to Anglo Coal in due course.
Council is holding $1555 in funds raised from the sale of 62
pavers. These pavers, which will have the names and other
details of residents engraved on them, will be included in the
walkway through the park. Wayne Cassens

-

or
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New 'Rural Life Museum'
set for Aberdeen site
ABERDEEN could soon be an yet been made.
essential stop for the tourist trade
''We are waiting to see what the
with the announcement of a plan to architect comes back with before we
construct
an Upper
Hunter
decide on a final position," Upper
Hunter
Shire's
Business
Museum of Rural Life in town.
officer
Sean
The news of the multi-million dol- Development
lar project was made public this
Constable said.
"There are a number ofinvestigaweek, and it is hoped the construction will re-vitalise the town, which tions that need to take place before
was hit hard by the closu.re of the we decide where it will be located."
However the proposal released by
Aberdeen Meatworks in 1999.
the committee this week has used a
The museum will follow a similar
theme to an existing museum in the site between Taylor Park and the
town of Hay, which has been credit- Aberdeen Golf Club as a preliminary siting for the museum.
ed in significantly
boosting
overnight tourism in the area.
The committee has already comBefore the opening of their muse- missioned one of Australia's top
um Hay averaged 5000 overnight
architects to come up with a design
brief for the museum.
visitors per year.
That figure jumped to 42,000
Paul Berkemeier has an envious
reputation for designing world class
after the opening of the complex,
public buildings and will be behind
settling at 39,000 during drought
the Aberdeen design.
periods.
The committee will now turn its
Despite being called a museum
the committee behind the plan, the attention to raising funds to conManage,ment Committee of the
struct the museum.
According to Mr Constable they
Upper H4nter Museum of Rural
Life, hope to see the building a liv- will be approach the Department of
Regional Development, as well as
ing, breathing complex.
other government bodies, seeking,
As well as the traditional museum displays the ,complex will con- support for the plan.
"The committee will also be
tain a number of other areas,
including a restoration shed, a spe- actively seeking support from the
cial exhibition space and a confer- local community for this project,"
ence facility.
Mr Constable said.
It is also planned to use the conMr Constable said the museum
great addition to the
ference centre to show first run would be
Upper Hunter community.
movies for the local community
"I believe this is a great project
when not in use.
There have been a number of that will regularly attract visitors
to the gateway of the Upper
sites around the town earmarked
for the site, but no final decision has • Hunter," Mr Constable said.

a
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Museum pl-an revealed
ByAlysiaFerguson
A PUBLIC
museum
at·
Aberdeen would provide .an
avenue for community renewal
and identity a group of residents has revealed this week.
The proposal for a facility
designed to collect, preserve,
restore, interpret and exhibit
objects that telate to the history, heritage and culture of the
area has been unveiled by the
Upper Hunter Museum of Rural
Life Inc management committee. •
The concept for a museum
was first mooted in 2005 by a
group of active community
members with plans to relocate
an existing museum's collection
from Lake Glenbawn.
Gaining incorporated status
in December 2006 the group
aim to establish a public museum chronicling the history of

Aberdeen and the surrounding
area with plans for an undercover barbecue area, museum
shop and information centre
and convention centre.
While the site of the museum
is yet to be determined, the consensus of the committee is that
it shouid be central on the New
England Highway in a location
that can be integrated with
other tourist and community
facilities.
The 'core exhibition at the
museum would be the collection
currently held at the Hunter
Valley Museum of Rural Life at
Lake Glenbawn if a decision is
made to relocate the collection
to Aberdeen.
It is also hoped that two
thirds of the exhibition space
would be reserved for special
exhibitions that would be on
display for a set period of time.

THE
MUSWELLIROOI
CHRONICLE,
FRIDAY,MAY 11, 2007

Glenbawnmuseumthreat-

the community wants to
THE future of the Hunter
do with the displays, the
Valley Museum of Rural
Life at Lake Glenbawn is
administrators
will be
in jeopardy.
, holding a public meeting
The administrators of
at St Luke's Hall on
8Ve
e
Liverpool Street, Scone,
the
Lake
Glenbawn
Recreation Area (SRA)
on June 13 at 7pm.
are threatening to pull
I I
O
"I urge all interested
the plug on the museum,
citizens of the Upper
which was once one of the
Hunter to attend and
major tourist attractions
have their say on this
in the Upper Hunter:
important pil!'ce of histoHowever, since the
ry," Mr Jobling said.
enlargement of the dam
"This museum was once
wall in 1983, the museum
the shining star of the
has slipped into disreUpper Hunter, but with
pair.
no -interest in it we are
The museum houses an
seriously contemplating
extensive and priceless
shutting it forever."
John Jobling,
collection of historical
Administrator, Lake
The museum was offiitems, which could soon
cially opened on June 12,
Glenbawn SRA.
be removed· from the
1966, and was widely
Upper Hunter.forever.
hailed as a fitting salute
"It would be a real
According
to
the
to the people who constiadministrator of the Lake shame to split the collec- tuted our rural beginGlenbawn SRA, John
tion and maybe even relo- nings.
Jobling, there is a com- cate it away from the
It was established by
plete lack of funding and Upper Hunter, but withthe
Lake
Glenbawn
volunteers to staff and out any interest the col- National Park Trust in cooperate the museum.
lection will continue to operation
with
the
"This means the collec- degrade.".
Hunter Valley Co-operation in is grave danger of
Mr Jobling said a lack of tive
Dairy
Company
possible relocation, or suitable display cases, lit- which operated the adjabeing broken up," Mr tle maintenance on the cent Oak kiosk.
Jobling said.
museum building and
For more information
"With little interest in pest infestation of the on the meeting, or to find
the museum, there is lit- exhibits, has left the out about the museum
tle funding available for a museum unable to open.
contact
the
Lake
curator to protect and catTo attempt to rectify the Glenbawn SRA on 6543
alogue the collection.
issue, and find out·what -7193.
--~---~---'---'--------~~-~--,HcSCONE
ADVOCATE,THURSDAY,MAY 24, 2007

, , We do not
h
th
a b •1•ty t
fund the
museum in
its current
·form''

Advo°fute
1

We can't afford to lose this important piece of
Upper Hunter history

! The
f

news that the Lake Glenbawn SRA administrator is contemplating the closure of the
Hunter Valley Museum of-Rural Life should
worry everyone who has an interest in the history of
this wonderful area we call home.
Enclosed in those walls is the living history of the
Upper Hunter, each item important to the development of our community.
This is living history, and for the community it is
priceless.
But we live in a modern economic age, where all
funds have to be justified to the Government.
There is simply not the funds available to keep the
museum there.
I feel for Mr Jobling's position, he has to make the
park work, but this museum is holding him back.
Mr Jobling has said it would be a shame to lose
such a link with the past, and he would be right.
This museum, sited correctly with suitable volunteers, would be a big tourist winner.
The idea has already been suggested by the
Aberdeen museum proposal, but with that idea just
in its preliminary stages, it is still years away.
Meanwhile, the collection continues to disappear
into dust.
The threat of the permanent closure and dismantling of the museum is imminent.
This is something that simply can't wait.
The cost to the community could be bigger than
expected.
Imagine the tourist potential a successful museum
could bring.
Every business that relies on the tourist trade
knows it would be a bonanza for the Upper Hunter.
The community need to stand up and say, we ~e
proud of our history and want future generations to
see what our ancestors struggled through.
Ifwe don't we WILL lose this forever.

.Museum future meeting
UPPER Hunter residents are invited to have their say
on the future of the Hunter Valley Museum of Rural
Life at Lake Glenbawn Park.
A lack of funding and volunteers to staff and operate the ~useum ha_smeant the collection is in danger
of possible relocat10n or being broken up.
T~ administrator o~ the museum, John Jobling
has said as the museum ts not the park's core business
some other options must be considered including the
possible rel~ation of the contents of the museum or
the return of items to donors or heirs.
In an attempt to find· a solution, Mr Job ling will
hold a public meeting at St Luke's church hall in
Liverpool Street, Scone on June 13 at 7pm.
All_ interested citizens and groups, along with
counctl and local MPs are invited to attend.
HONTER VAl:l:EY-NEWS-WEDNESDAY,
MAY-30, 2007
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Glenbawn·mu

iecesin.des erate needof care

RUSTED:The steam engine that was once pride of place at the Lake Glenbawn Museum now
sits in long grass, rusting into oblivion.

---------

----

AS THE Hunter Valley
Rural Life Museum at
Lake Glenbawn celebrates
its 41st birthday in June
news that it could be shut
forever has seen a loud
response from the community.
But according to the
administrators of the Lake
Glenbawn
State
Recreation Area, unless
the community acts quickly,there is little that can be
done to save the museum.
Administrator for the
Park, John Jobling, said
last week time is running
out for the exhibits in the
museum.
"The
museum
has
remained dormant for so
long that the structure of
the building is no longer
secure and we see exhibits
degrading every time we
pay a visit," -Mr Jobling
said ..
"If a solution can't be
reached in the next few
months then we will have
to look·at other options for
the museum."
The museum was once
the showpiece of the Lake
Glenbawn Park, but following the raising of the

tion a few months back and
.it was a nightmare," park
''Each item in manager Danny Shields
the museum is a said.
"The building is riot fit to
house a collection of this
unique piece of .importance."
.
The exhibits themselves
our history that lie dusty in the dark, a
waste according to Mr
Shields.
is rapidly
"There is so much here
that
is unique, so much
disappearing '' that can
never be replaced.
Danny Shields,
"Ifwe lose this collection,
Park Manager ,
then we lose .a big part of
our history.
. "Each item in the musedam wall the building was
um is a unique piece of hisleft away from the tourist
is rapidly
route, isolated and forgot- tory that
ten.
disappearing"
In an attempt to find out
The overgrown lawns,
which were once filled with. what the public want to see
picnickers, now partially
happen to the collection
hide the rusted remains of the administrators will be
the outdoor exhibits.
holding a public meeting in
The doors to the muse- Scone on Monday, June 13
um remain closed except to discuss the museum's
for organised tour groups future.
To be held at St Luke's
and when opened reveal
the danger the exhibits Hall from 7pm, the meeting is open to all.
face.
A puddle of water on the
Those wishing to make a,
ground is the first indica- presentation are asked to
tion the building might not call John Jobling or Danny
be sound.
•
Shields on 6543 7193
"Wehad a QH&S inspec- before the event.

J

SALVAGE:Items such as this antiquemilk buggyneedssubstantialrenovationto survive.

STA~: One of the _m~seum's
most well knownexhibits,the horse-drawnhearse,lies coveredin
dust, it's wheels missing.

Glenbawn rural·
museum future
to be decided
PUBLIC concern over
the future of the
Hunter Valley Rural
Life Museum at Lake
Glenbawn will come to
the fore next week
when a public meeting
is held.
The meeting, conducted by the administrators of the Lake
Glenbawn
State
Recreation Area, will
seek the public's opinion into the future of
the museum.
The museum, which
this month celebrates
its 41st anniversary, is BLEAK FUTURE: The Hunter Valley Rural Life
considered a priceless Museum at Lake Glenbawn has seen better days.
collec;tion of Upper
wants to save ·the site come, but something
Hunter history.
then we can look at needs to get done in
Once a popular
• •
tourist attraction, the that.
the meantime.
"At
the
moment
site has fallen into dis"The Aberdeen plan.
repair since the dam there is no funding • is still in its early
was enlarged in the available for the muse- stages, it is still a numum, but if there is a ber of years away, but
1980s. .
in the museum needs·
Now deserted, its serious interest
work now if we are
door shut for many keeping the museum
then we may be able to going to save the colyears, the museum's
organise something.
lection."
future is uncertain.
"It really is in the
The public meeting
While recognising
will be held in Scone on
the importance of the communities hands."
Mr Jobling
said Wednesday, June 13 to
collection,
Lake
Glenbawn
SRA ideas like the proposed discuss the museums
administrator
John museum at Aberdeen
future.
To be held at St
Jobling said some- . are a great start, but
thing has to be done something needs to get Luke's Hall from 7pm,
done now.
the meeting is open to
about the museum.
"The Aberdeen plan all members of the
"The collection is
Upper Hunter commudegrading and. we is great, I congratulate
can't ignore the prob- the group on their fore- nity who have a conlem any longer, Mr sight, but we are still a cern for the museum.
long way from that
Those wishing to
Jobling said.
Mr make a presentation
"That's why we are happening,"
are asked to call John
inviting the·communi- . Jobling said. . .
"If the community
Jobling
or Danny
ty to have their say at
wants to go that way it Shields on 6543 7193
this meeting.
"If the community would be a good out- before the event.

The-museum
mustbe moved
THE latest Scone Advocate internet poll haS'
revealed the community are firmly behind the
call to keep the Hunter Valley Museum of Rural
Life open, but moved to a new venue.
•
People were asked if they wanted to keep the
museum open, and if so, whether or not it should
be kept at its current site.
Every respondent said the museum should
remain open and moved to a new site.
Each week The Scone Advocate runs an online
poll on an issue affecting the Upper Hunter.
This week's poll asks if you feel the community has been let down by the State Government on
its decision to cut water licence allocation to zero.
To have your say on the issue visit The Scone
Advocate website online at www.scone.yourguide.com.au and scroll down to the poll ..
A running total of votes will be kept online,
with the final results published in next week's
edition of The Scone Advocate.
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Glenbawnmuseumfuturedecided
PUBLIC concern over the
Once a popular tourist attracfuture of the Hunter Valley tion, the site has fallen into disRural Life Museum at Lake •repair since the dam was
Glenbawn is expected to have enlarged in the 1980s.
come to head last night at the
Now deserted, its door shut
meeting to determine the for many years, the museum's
• future is uncertain.
future of the museum.
The meeting, conducted by
While recognising the importhe administrators of the Lake tance of the collection, Lake
Glenbawn State Recreation
Glenbawn SRA administrator
Area, was organised to seek the ' John Jobling said something
public's opinion into the future has to be done about the museof the museum.
um.
The museum, which this
"The collection is degrading
month celebrates its 41st and we can't ignore the problem
anniversary,· is considered a any longer, MrJobling said.
priceless collection of Upper
"That's why we are inviting
the community to have their
Hunter history.

say at this meeting.
"If the community wants to
save the site then we can look at
that.
"At the moment there is no
funding available for the museum, but if there is a serious
interest in keeping the museum
then we may be able to organise
something.
"It really is in the communi- •
tiei;_;
hands."
The meeting was held in St
Luke's Hall, and a large crowd
was expected. ·
See .next week's Scone
Advocate for full details of the
outcome of the meeting.
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Aberdeen~museum plan boost
PLANS for the Upper Hunter
Museum of Rural Life in Aberdeen
were boosted on Wednesday night
when a committee was formed to
resolve what to do with the contents of artifacts at the Glenbawn
Park Museum.
At a meeting convened by
Glenbawn Park administrator,
John Jobling, residents were given
a number of options on what to do
with the current museum; do nothing; divide the pieces between two
or three museums; move the entire
collection to one museum; sell the
items off or allow cherry:-picking by
museums. •
"The exhibits are decaying and
we need to find a way to get them
out so people can appreciate them,"
Mr Jobling said.
He said the current location was
not ideal and not many visitors had
been to the museum in the last
years, with vandalism and theft

also adding to the problem. '
President
of Upper Hunter
Museum of Rural Life Association,
Leo Walsh was in favour of dividing
the collection between two or three
groups.
He told the community meeting
his group did not visualise taking
the whole collection·, }?ut parts of it.
Mr Walsh said the· committee
d d all
woul i e y like to see a centre in
Aberdeen showcasing part of the.
Glenbawn collection, along with
travelling exhibitions and rotating
shows specific to particular groups.
Those at the meeting resolved to
set up a committee to look at dividing the collection between various
groups, restoration of the collection
• and safe storage for the collection in
the interim.
__..
The committee will need to be
endorsed by the Upper Hunter
Shire Council.
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Glenbawn
Museum
fate
decided
·PAGE-7

Museum saved
THE Hunter Valley Museum .
of Rural Life at Lake
Glenbawn
received
was
thrown a lifeline last week,
with a public meeting deciding to try and save the collection.
The museum, once the
highlight
of the Lake
Glenbawn State Park, has in
recent years fallen into disrepair, with no interest in the
collection.
•
•
Following the raising of the
dam wall in the 1980s the
museum was no longer in a
prominent position, and as
numbers dwindled the decision was made to close the
doors.
Since then theft, water PRESENTATION: Leo Walsh speaks to the crowd at the museum
damage and time have taken meeting
on the Aberdeen museum plan.
their toll on the collection.
But following the meeting, Jobling said.
lection is a story worth keepcalled by Lake Glenbawn
"Whatever we decide to do ing."
administrator John Jobling, has to be done, it can't stay
Historian
Lesley Gent
the museum now has a there.
completed a report on the
future.
As well as concerned locals museum in February 2006,
_ About 70 people braved the a number of experts were in and told the meeting somecold conditions to have their
attendance at the meeting.
thing needed to be done
say on the future of the museHead curator
of the urgently.
um, and to all it seemed posi- Newcastle
Regional
"From the time I was last
tive.
Museum, Julie Baird said there; about 12 months ago,
Mr Jobling, speaking at the the collection at the museum
to now, the deterioration of
meeting, said there was five was one of the most impresthe collection is appalling,"
options for the future of the· sive she had seen.
Ms Gent said.
museum.
"I have been in Newcastle
"People have to act now, it
He told the crowd the for five years, but it wasn't
is disappearing quickly.
museum could be left as is, until two years into my time
"There are experts who can
opened as a single museum,
that I even heard about the help but there has to be inter~
split into two or three muse- Lake Glenbawn Museum,"
est.
ums, split up and distributed
Ms Baird said.
"Unless something is done
to other museums or shut,
"It was like a fairy tale, a now nothing will be there in
with the collection given little museum hidden in the
12 months, the situation is
trees, forgotten by everyone.
that grave."
away or thrown out.
"And after inspecting the
Responding to the con"Of course some of these
options are totally unaccept- • collection I have to say some cerns Upper Hunter Shire
general
manager,
Daryl
able, but the final decision is of the items are impressive.
"The Lake Glenbawn col- . Dutton said council was
up to you, the public," Mr

there to help.
"We are here to help, we
will do what we can·, but
council is not in a position to
financially
support
the
. museum," Mr Dutton said.
"There is not any money in
this year's management plan
for the museum."
But Mr Dutton did offer
• assistance if forming a committee to oversee the future
of the meeting.
That committee, backed by
council, will not require
incorporation of the group, a
long process.
"From what we have heard
the collection is in need of
something now, we can't wait
for all the paperwork to be
completed," Mr Dutton said.
"Council can approve this
committee in the coming
weeks and once it is advertised the committee can be
formed by council."
From there the committee
will then be able to seek funding and grants to enable
·work.to be undertaken to
:r:estore and protect the collection, as well as decide the
future of the museum.
Council also offered the
services of their maintenance crew to ensure the
.museum is safe against
water, theft and vermin.
Summing up the meeting
Mr Jobling said he felt real
progress had been made.
"I think we have moved
beyond use it or lose it," Mr
Jobling said.
•
"I think we can safely say
we want to use it, and we
have taken the first steps
tonight."
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Council committee changes
A SHA.KEUPof committees at the last Upper Hunter
Shire Council meeting has seen an internal one established and councillors newly appointed to two community ones.
1be risk management committee, led by chair, gener- •
al manager,Daryl Dutton met for the first time on June •
15. lt provides an internal auditing system as well as
assesses the Occupational Healthand Safety (OHS)
risks and nonnal business risks to council.
The Hunter ValleyMuseum of Rural LifeCommittee
was made an officialcommittee of council at its June 25
meeting.
Two Aberdeen councillors, Les Parsons and John
Scriven, were appointed to the committee, which is
aimed at revamping the Lake Glenbawn State P~
Museum collection.
Yetto be decided members of the Aberdeen community will also have the opportunity to sit on the committee when positions are advertised.
Another two councillors, Mayor Barry Rose and
Peter Hodges were also appointed to the White Park
DevelopmentCommittee at the council meeting

~
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All correspondence to:
.
Telephone:
Scone Offjce - 6540 1100
General Manager
Merriwa Office - 6548 2109
Upper Hunter Shire Council
Murrurundi Office - 6546 6205
PO Box 208, Scone NSW 2337
Email:council@upperhunter.nsw.gov.au

EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST
COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVES •
HUNTER VALLEY MUSEUM OF RURAL LIFE COMMITTEE
Council is inviting expressions of interest for the newly formed Hunter Valley Museum of Rural Life
Committee.
At its meeting on 25 June 2007, Council resolved to support the establishment of the Upper Hunter
Museum of Rural Life Committee as a section 355 committee of Council. A draft Charter has been
developed.
The purpose of the committee is to develop ideas, seek solutions and develop preservation and business
plans for the Hunter Valley Museum of Rural Life, which is _currently located at Lake Glenbawn State
Park, Scone.
Interested persons are invited to submit a nomination in writing before Friday, 20 July 2007. Nomination
forms are available at the Merriwa, Murrurundi and Scone offices, via the website
www.upperhunter.nsw.gov.auor by contacting Mrs Robyn Cox on 6540 1126.
The expression of interest nomination forms may be mailed to PO Box 208 Scone, emailed to
council@upperhunter.nsw.gov.au or faxed to 6545 2671 by the due date.

Museumcommitte-enominations
UPPER Hunter Shire Council is inviting
expressions of interest for the newly formed
Hunter
Valley Museum
of Rural
Life
Committee.
The purpose of the committee is to develop
ideas, seek solutions and develop preservation 1,-----------------------and business plans for the Hunter Valley
Museum of Rural Life. Nomination forms are
available on council's website.
MUSWELLBROOK
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Museum committee announced
UPPER
Hunter
Shire
Council has announced the
make up of the committee
charged with determining
the
future
of
Lake
Glenbawn's Museum
of
Rural Life.
The council offered to establish the committee after a
public meeting held in June.
At that meeting a large
crowd decided the museum,
once one of the most popular
tourist attractions in the
Upper Hunter but now virtually forgotten, deserved to be

saved. The museum is currently located near the site of
the former Oak Cafe and picnic grounds. But since the
raising of the dam wall in the
1980s the museum was no
longer on the tourist route,
falling into disrepair.
The membership of the
committee includes farming
and other community representatives, with representatives froni a number of lead
agencies also appointed to
assist in developing a successful and sustainable

is to provide a mechanism by
future for the Museum.
Representing council on which the citizens of the
the committee
will be Upper Hunter Shire can parAberdeen Councillor John -ticipate in planning the
future of the Hunter Valley
Scriven, Sean Constable,
Belinda McKenzie and the Museum of Rural Life and its
general manager.
collection of artifacts.
Other members of the comThe committee is responsimittee are Jan Sumner,
ble for developing ideas,
David
Murphy,
Geoff seeking solutions developing
Harrison,
Bridgett
preservation and business •
Nicholson, Judy White, Leo plans, l:!,dvisingon options for
Walsh, Coleen Pinkerton,
the museum, seeking grants
and the Glenbawn State
and professional advice perPark Administrator.
taining to the future of the
The aim of the committee
museum.
SCONE ADVOCATE ♦ Thursday, August 2, 2007

Push to save museum
•of rural life continues
T

he region is being gi".ena_second
chance to resurrect 1t_sp10neering past.
Hunter Valley Museum of Rural
Life in the grounds of Lake Glenbawn
Sta~ Park at Scone, hasn't been open to
the public for 15 years.
.
In its day it drew huge crowds of visitors, but neglect has seen th_emus_eum
and its precious pieces fall mto disrepair.
.
.
Park administrator John J oblmg said
the purpose-built museum building .
was opened in 1966.
.
"In those days, when you came out
to the park, the museum was next to the
Oak kiosk," Mr Job ling said.
"You proceeded from there across
the 01adam wall to get to the water."
Over time the dam wafl has been
raised preventing public access; the
Oak kiosk has closed and the entrance
totheparkhasbeenmoved 13kmdown
a dead end road.
The lack of visitors saw the museum
and its historical pieces become neglected. Smaller items like coins and
medals were stoleu and vermin have
overrun the building.
Mr Jobling was appointed administrator of the State park in September,
2006.
He is pushing for the museum to be
revived, promoting a "use it or.Jose it"
philosophy.
A group of interested people,

including representatives of the Upper
Hunter Shire Council registered their
interest in the museum in July.
~"Council agreed with my belief
about the educational, tourist and historical potential of this museum. To
lose it would be a terrible thing," Mr
Jobling said,
The council established a committee and agreed to secure the building
from vermin.
Preservation and heritage expert,
Mary Gissing, from ffie Powerhouse
Museum in Sydney, has also visited the
site and after consultation with her colleagues, will offer advice to the committee, which is seeking grants to_
enable the work to be comoleJed.
"What we are trying to do now is get
suitably qualified people in to loo~ at
what needs to be done on conservation
and preservation -. as <?PPOSedto
restoration," Mr Joblmg said.
"We need these people t6 come up,
look at what's there and work out a plan
to meet the preservation and.c~mserv~tion aspects, which the coffiffiltteewill
be able to undertake."
Other museums, including several
in the Hunter Valley, have shown an
interest in pieces of the collection but
Mr Jobling said they were "trying desperately to avoid breaking the collection up".
.
The size of some of the items means
the Powerhouse Museum might be the

only place that had the capacity to take
them all.
And Mr Jobling said it would be an
almost impossible task to move all the
pieces.
''The collection is so big and some of
it so fragile the estimated cost to move
it is more than $1 million," he said.
"When you see what's there, you
can see w y it really does amaze people.
"It represents an extraordinary cross
section of Hunter rural life."
He said the museum could be
revived as an asset for the district.
"There is. now life breathed b~ck
into'it; we have a chance of resurrectlon
for the futlire."

TOWN & COUNTRY, WEEK BEGINNING De~ember 3, 2007
MUSWELLBROOKCHRONICLE
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Museummaniasweepsthroughregion
ByColleen
O'Sullivan
MUSEUM mania is
one way to describe the
enthusiasm of several
groups trying to get
museums up and runningintheirpartofthe
Upper Hunter.
There is the Upper
Hunter Museum of
Rural Life Inc at
Aberdeen,
the
Denman and District
Heritage Village and
the NSW Rail Coal
Heritage Centre proposed
for
Muswellbrook Railway Station
Plans ~e also afoot
for a military museum
in Murrurundi and
just this week there
have been c~lls to
establish a horse heritage centre in Scone
•
To cater for the bur-.
geoning interest in
museums Arts Upper
Hunter has organised
a day-long workshop
called Work with
Collections to be held
at the Muswellbrook
·
1
c
Regiona
Arts entre
on Saturday March 1
at a small co~t.
The workshop presenter
is
Kay
Soderlundadirectorof
Preservations Australia, a company that
provides expertise in
conservation
--and
museum practices.
Mrs Soderlund has
worked at several of
the major museums in
Sydney, including the
Australian Museum,
Powerhouse Museum
and the State Library
of New South Wales
where she headed th~
project to conserve the
Journals of the First
Fleet for the 1988
Bicentennial celebra-

tions.
•
Arts Upper Hunter
m~nager
_Bridget
Nicholson said a lot
had chan~ed in muse- ,.
um practices and ~ow
to store collections
since the establishmentoftheMuseumof
Rural Life at Lake
Glenbawn
approxim~tely 15 years ago.
Museums
have
come a long way and
the average tourist
has a much higher
expectation when they
tour a museum," she
said.
One of the major
changes _h~s b1::en to
engage v1s1tors m the
t
b h• d h• t •
engineered to preserve
s ory e m
is one their historic value to
pieces in any one col- th
lection.
e utmost.
At the moment the
"Today one theory is
11
t·
·
t
L
k
that
you do not restore
co ec 10n a
a e
Glenbawn
is only an object but mai,ntain
opened to group~ of and display it in its
people by appomtcurrent
state. The
men~ and the buildi:ng degradation
of the
requires
maJor objectisasmuchapart
upgrades.
of the story behind it,"
Mrs Nicholson is Ms Nicholson said.
k"
"th
Participants
in
wor mg w1 a com- Work with Collections
mittee of the Upper
Hunter Shire Council workshop are asked to
t~at has ~een e~tab- bring an object with
hshed to mvestigate
them on the day, for
new venues for the example a group may
extensive collection.
like to bring~ group of
She said some items re~ated
obJect_s to
in the collection such thmk_ about display
as-tapestriesna---techn1q~es.._Th..,e'-'w"-'oUJrw:k..,,-___,M..,_..U~S
..E.,.U...,M
FEVER:-Af.tsUpper Hunter ,
papers have deterioshop ~ill cover the Bridget Nicholson with Glenbawn Museum manager
rated quiet rapidly.
esse~tial . areas
of Ken Shields.
"Other items stored worki~g witJ:i cultu_ral
Mrs Nicholson said ple a mi°Iitary one at
Murrurundi and a
in the sunlight are UV collect~ons mcl?d 1_ng with all the activity
train heritage one at
sensitive and should
assessmg ~he sigmfisurrounding museum
really be pack away 30 cance ~f obJects an<;l/or proposals in the Upper Muswellbrook i will
per cent of the time
~ollection~,
ethi~al
Hunter, there is a need mean we can plan from
there," she said.
and on display for the issues,
mterpretive
for a strategic apprFor more informarest of the time" she approaches,
target
oach. "If people have
tion about the worksaid.
'
audiences ~nd legal an idea about what
contact
Art
Changes in the way and .
msurance
type of museum is shop
items are now stored
requirements.
going where for exam- Upper Hunter.
and
presented
in
museums have been
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LOCATION, LOCATION: The historical building which could become a museum.
I

Heritage building earmarked
for Museum of Rural Life
By ColleenO'Sullivan
A HERITAGE listed premises in
Aberdeencould become the site of
the proposed Upper Hunter
Museum of Rural Life if ongoing
negotiations between council and
the owner of Mackenzies store
prove successful.
The majestic building situated
on the New England Highway was
built circa 1885 and the adjoining
mirror building in 1914.
It currently houses an antique
shop. The history of the store is
intertwined with that of
Aberdeen's Mackenzie family,
whose patriarch Murdo Cameron
Mackenzie was elected first
Mayor of the Municipal of
Aberdeen.
The prospect of establishing a
museum in the iconic Mackenzie
store is an attractive concept for
the Upper Hunter Museum of
Rural Life's steering committee
but is dependent on a number of
factors.
Committee member and Upper
Hunter Shire councillor John
Scrivenbelieves the project would
rejuvenate Aberdeen's Main
Street.
"Having a museum on the highway would lead to coffee shops
being set up in Aberdeen and
improved Visitor Information

Centre facilities to cater for visitors," he said.
"Having this in Aberdeen will
totally rejuvenate the town."
Antique shop owner Myra
Baines has made public her intention to find a buyer for the
Mackenzie store and is awaiting
the steering committees response.
The committee is currently
researching its eligibility for
Government grants as well as
touring similar council-purchased
and volunteer-run. museums
throughout NSW.
They are expected to put the
proposal for council to purchase
the Mackenzie store to the Upper
Hunter Shire Council in coming
months.
In the meantime Cr Scriven has
joined the Upper Hunter Shire
Council's economic development
officer Sean Constable and Art
Upper Hunter manager Bridget
Nicholson on a research trip to
Coolamon Shire Council in the
Riverina region yesterday and
today. The Coolamon Shire
Council boasts four museums, one
of which the Coolamon's Up-toDate Store is run out of an historic
building built in circa 1909 and is
the one of interest to the Upper
Hunter committee members.
"It is a similar size store to

Mackenzies that has been turned
into a museum," Cr Scriven said.
In recent months the steering
committee members have travelled to the Werris Creek Railway
Museum and the Uralla Old Mill
Museum to see what other groups
have achieved.
Ms Nicholson told the Hunter
Valley News last week that she was
particularly impressed with the set
up at the Uralla Old Mill Museum,
which is completely self-sufficient.
A functions room included in
the Museum is hired out for functions and the proceeds spent on
museum improvements.
Cr Scriven said should the
Upper Hunter Museum of Rural
Life be housed in the Mackenzie
store it would also include a functions room, men's shed and an
extensive collection of rural items
of importance to the Upper
Hunter.
He believes
the
Mackenzie store would not
require major upgrades to its
structure. "The store has a new
roof so it doesn't leak, it has triple
brick walls and no white ants to
speak of. This building really is the
grand old lady of Aberdeen and
just imagine it could be the home
of our newest museum," Cr
Scriven said.
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Museum
mania•
MUSEUM mania is an
adept description of the
enthusiasm of several
groups trying to get museums up and running in
their part of the Upper
Hunter.
There is the Upper
Hunter Museum of Rural
Life Inc at Aberdeen, the
Denman and District
Heritage Village and the
NSW Rail Coal Heritage
Centre proposed for
Muswellbrook Railway
Station.
Plans are also afoot for
a military museum in
Murrurundi and just last
week, there were calls to
establish a horse heritage
centre in Scone.
To cater for the burgeoning interest in museums Arts Upper Hunter
has organised a day long
workshop called Work
with Collections to be
held at the Muswellbrook
and Regional Arts Centre
on Saturday, March 1 at a
costof$25.
The workshop presenter is Kay Soderlund a
director of Preservations
Australia, a company that
provides expertise in conservation and museum
practices.
The workshop will
cover the essential areas
of working with cultural
collections
including;
ways of linking with the
community, developing a
collections policy, assessing the significance of
objects and/or collections, ethical issues, target audiences and legal
and insurance requirements.
Par_ticipantsare asked
to bring an object with
them on the day or a group
may like to bring a group
of related objects to think
about display techniques.
To enroll please contact: Arts Upper Hunter
on 6545 9727 or email artsuh@bigpond.net.au.
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MUSEUM: The Campbell's corner buildingon the New England Highwayin Aberdeen could become home to

a new museum.

Museum of Rural Life
could have a new home
ByNikkiTaylor
THE Museum of Rural Life
may have finally found a new
home.
An opportunity to relocate
the mostly pre-1920 relics currently shut away in the now
closed Glenbawn Museum, has·
come about with an offer from
owner of Aberdeen Campbell's
Corner building, Myra Baines.
Advocate for Aberdeen, John
Scriven said artifacts such as
the marble bath from the former Segenhoe . Stud, are
steeped with history and need
to be on display for everyone to

see.
"It would be perfect. The
building itself is historic and
it's right on the highway," Mr
Scriven said.
The idea to re-establish the
museum in Aberdeen first
came to light in 2006, when The
Advocate reported members of
the now defunct
Aberdeen
Progress
Association
and
Chamber
of
Commerce
(APACC) had come up with the
idea after reading an article
published in the December
2005 issue of the paper.
At the time APACC vice pres-

ident Roy Staddon said 'it was a
shame the Glenbawn museum
had gone to rack and ruin and
his group had been discussing
the possibility of its relocation
to Aberdeen'.
Building owner Mrs Myra
Baines said she loved the idea
of the building becoming a
museum.
"I would love it to be a museum, it would be perfect. There's
nothing comparable to this
around the place.
"I think it's a fantastic idea,
there's so much charm about
it," she said.

SCONEADVOCATE♦ Thursday, February 28, 2008
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December
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life
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Museum hopes remain high
HISTORICAL items housed in
the Museum of Rural Life at
Glenbawn Dam would no longer
be left to rot if the Upper Hunter
Museum
of
Rural
Life
Committee (UHMRLC) has anything to say about it.
The Aberdeen-based committee has been taking steps to
move the now neglected display
to Aberdeen and have proposed
to move it to the M Campbell and
Company Store. IfM Campbell
and Company Store is not feasible the committee will look at
constructing a· purpose-built
museum.
The items were once a popular
part of Lake Glenbawn but after

the dam wall was raised the
tourist route changed and no
longer ran past the museum
leaving it deserted and damaged.
In May 2007, the Scone
Advocate published an article,
Glenbawn Museum Pieces in
desperate need of care, left to rot,
which addressed these problems
and called for a community
meeting.
At the end of 2008 the items
are still in the leaking museum
and are rarely visited but the
UHMRLC is making progress
even though they do not own the
museum which is part of a State
Government Trust.

MUSEUMFUTURE:Upper Hunter Museumof Rural LifeCommitteechairman John Scriven,Arts Upper Hunter
regionaldevelopmentofficerBrigetNicholson,Museumof Rural LifeCommitteemembers RoyStaddon, Jan
Wild,Jan Sumner, Heather Watson, AustraliaStreet Company directorSue Boden and Upper Hunter Shire
Councilbusiness developmentofficerSean Constable, Upper Hunter Shire Councilgrants officerAmeliaHohnen
and KenShields from Glenbawn Dam plan to move the Museumof Rural Life.

POSSIBLEMUSEUM:TheMuseumof Rural Lifemay be housed at M.
'
Campbell Store in Aberdeen.

The Department of State and
Regional Development has allocated funding so Australia
Street Company director Sue
Boden can develop a business
plan and feasibility study for
moving
the
museum
to
Aberdeen.
On Tuesday, Ms Boden made

her first visit to-the museum
with members of the committee
as well as representatives of the
Upper Hunter Shire Council.
Ms Boden said she would be
back after the Christmas holidays and said she would like to
hold a community workshop in
February.

The UHMRLC has also organised an architect to discover if
the items, would fit in M
Campbell and Company Store.
The museum includes a catalogue of more than 1000 items
which includes large farming
machinery and milk carts to
small historical trinkets.

Upper Hunter Museum of Rural Life Inc committee members Heather Watson, Roy Staddon, Upper Hunter Shire Council
business development manager Sean Constable, Jan Wild, John Scriven, Australia Street Company director Sue Boaden,
Jan Sumner, Arts Upper Hunter Regional Arts development officer Bridget Nicholson and Upper Hunter Shire Council
community grants officer Amelia Hohnen.

Museum plans on track
By CaitlinAndrews
THE future of Aberdeen is looking bright with the small community considering big plans to
make the town a hot spot on the
map.
With fresh ideas in the pipeline
and a team of dedicated community members the project is set to
flourish in the new year.
One of the highlights of the
project lies in the Museum of
Rural Life at Glenbawn Dam.
1bis neglected collection of more
than 1000 items from large farming machinery to small historical
trinkets is proposed to be rescued
to form part of the revamped
Aberdeen community.
The Upper Hunter Museum of
Rural Life Inc, based in

Aberdeen, is working with the
Upper Hunter Shire Council and
Australia Street Company director Sue Boaden to move the historic display to a location in
Aberdeen.
Although the exact destination
of the collection is yet to be determined, the committee with the
assistance of the professional Ms
Boaden has considered sites
including the M Campbell and
Company Store on the New
England Highway.
Far from a concrete decision,
the idea of a new purpose-built
museum has also been discussed.
"It's watch this spot, this is only
the beginnings," Ms Boaden said.
"We're exploring the assets of
the town and the M Campbell and
Company Store is just one of

them."
Ms Boaden visited the Upper
Hunter earlier this month to familiarise herself with the project
before developing a business plan
for council.
Ms Boaden, who is based in
Sydney, said the purpose of the
visit was to meet the committee,
and to understand the elements of
the project and the Upper Hunter
culture.
"The collection is extraordinary in its scope and we will be
looking for a future for that collection in the business plan," she
said.
The idea of a community culture centre, which would perform
as a hub for local community
members is popular in the plans
with additions such as a visitor

information centre and coffee
shop being considered to ensure
the viability of the centr~-Ms Boaden said the aim was to
revitalise the town of Aberdeen,
and enhance the quality of life for
Aberdeen and the Upper Hunter.
Ms Boaden will return in the
new year and there will be opportunities in February for the community to workshop ideas for the
project.
Upper Hunter Museum of
Rural Life Inc member and
Aberdeen resident John Scrive,n
said the committee recently
received funding from the
Department of State and Regional
Development, which along with
support from Upper Hunter Shire
Council and the community will
assist the feasibility of the project.
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D'epartment of State and
Re,gional Development

John Scriven

UPPER HUNTER MUSEUM OF RURAL LIFE Inc
invites

you and your friends
to

A TRADITIONAL HIGH TEA
to celebrate the commencement of the

-Aberdeen Cultm:alCentre .Rusines.£:elan _project_
funded by
Department of State and Regional Development and Upper Hunter Shire
Council
THURSDAY 15JANUARY, 2009 at 6pm
ST MARK'S ANGLICAN HALL
Segenhoe Street, Aberdeen
RSVP: John Scriven 0408 050 243
Donations gratefully accepted

Tourists Denied Glimpse Into Past
Newcastle Herald
Monday January 12, 2009

By DONNA SHARPE

TOURISTS to the Upper Hunter are being denied the opportunity to view a collection of more
than 1000 artefacts of rural life because a permanent home for the display cannot be found.
Items of historical significance to the region and other parts of the state, including a grand
piano and a horse-drawn hearse, have been locked in an isolated building near Aberdeen for
several years.
The Hunter Valley Museum of Rural Life closed after the wall at Glenbawn Dam was raised
and a tourist route running past the museum changed.
A committee is working frantically to find a new home for the collection and is looking at
several options including establishing a cultural centre that could house a museum.
"The Aberdeen community is looking at what options it has to rehouse part or all of the
collection and is starting a consultancy phase through funding from the Upper Hunter Council
and the Department of Business and Regional Development," Upper Hunter Council business
development officer Sean Constable said.
'This is really an amazing collection which has been viewed by some experts who, when
inspecting it found a comprehensive collection of butter-making artefacts from a factory which
once operated in the Upper Hunter," Mr Constable said.
He said there was also a significant Aboriginal artefact collection believed to have come from
Central Australia, furniture and clothing.
Mr Constable said the museum's appeal died in the 1980s when an access road to Glenbawn
Dam, which used to run past the museum, was redirected.
"It's been about 15 years since the museum was actively open, however, if the administration
of Glenbawn State Park are contacted they will open the building on request," he said.
"Everything has been pretty well preserved and council has spent money over the years to
ensure no further weather or vermin damage occurs."

High tea to start plan

A look back at
the year that

THE Upper Hunter Museum of
R_ural Life Inc is inviting commumty members ·to a traditional
high tea to celebrate the start of
the Aberdeen Cultural Centre
Bu1>inessPlan Project.
Funded by the Department of
State and Regional Development
and the Upper Hunter Shire
~ounc_il, the business plan will
~nvestigate the feasibility ofmovmg the Museum of Rural Life
exhibits from Lake Glenbawn to a
location in Aberdeen.
The High Tea will be held at the
St Mark's Anglican Hall at
Segenhoe Street Aberdeen at 6pm
on Thursday, January 15.

was
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Museum hopes remain
high
December 18, 2008
HISTORICAL items housed
in the Museum of Rural Life at
Glenbawn Dam would no
longer be left to rot if the Upper
Hunter Museum of Rural Life
Committee (UHMRLC) has
any say.
The Aberdeen based committee has been taking steps to
move the now neglected display to Aberdeen an~ are proposing to move 1t to M
Campbell and Company Store.
If M Campbell and Company
Store is not feasible the committee will look at building a
purpose built museum.

I

Home► Community services

Community Radio Announcements
Last modified: January 6, 2009 - 9:40 AM

Events announced.. ...-through ABC Upper Hunter and 2NM Weelr
commencing January 5 2009
A reminder that the Scone Baptist Chun:h will be CLOSED up until February (usually
open- Thursdays and Fridays from 9.30am till 2.00pm). All proceeds to the Scone
Christian Education Association to raise funds for a scripture teacher for Upper
Hunter Schools. For further information please call Pam German on 6545 2352.
Saturday January 10
Scone Country Markets will be held on the lawns of the Scone Information
Centre from 8.30am till around 2pm. There will be a variety of stalls including folk
art, childrens clothing & toys, fresh cut flo-rs,
handmade jewellery, incense sticks
and natural soaps, gift wrap and boxes, homemade jams, cakes and slices,
leatherwork, woodcraft and much more. There will also be a BBQ lunch along with
tea & coffee available. If you would like to book a stall please phone the Scone
Information Centre on 65451526.
Wednesday January 14
Today will see the start of the Community Weightloss Challenge that will run for 12
-ks
with Cash prizes and group support. Each person will receive personal
-kly,
one on one coaching. Cost Is $29. All money will be paid out in cash prizes
to the winners. Specific rules will be in place to keep everyone consistent. The
challenge will be held at the Scone Arts and Crafts Centre, Kingdon Strvet Scone.
Registration is 12.45pm, 1pm for the meeting or 5.45 pm for 6pm meeting. To preregister or for more information please visit http://www.wlcaustralia.com.au/
or
phone 6546 1185 or pop into the Scone Information Centre to pick up an information
slip.
Thursday January 15
John Scriven fnlm the Upper Huntar Museum of Rural Lile imrilN you and your
friends to a traditional High Tea to celebrate the COIIIIIIIIIIC..
of the Aberdeen
Cultural Centre Business Plan proiect that is funded by the Departnalt of State and
Regional Development and Upper Hunter Shire Council It wil be held at St llaltc's
Angllcan Hall Segenhoe Straet, Aberdeen commencing at &pm.Donations gratafully acc:eptad. Please RSVP to John Scriven on 0408 060 243.
Wednesday January 21
For the School Holidays why not join a Discovery Ranger for a tour up the Burning
Mountain, a site of a coal seam that has been slowly burning 30 meters below the
surface. The Discovery Ranger will share their knowledge of the area with you as
you take a closer look at the plants, animals and heritage of this area. The tour
will be from 10am to 12pm. You will meet at the Scone Council carpark. Cost is $6
per Child, $8 per Adult or $22 per Family. Bookings are essential and fees apply. For
a brochure or bookings please phone National Parks on 4984 8200.
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UPPER HUNTERCULTURALCENTRE
PROJECT
Community Planning Workshop
Are you Interested In Aberdeen's future? Come along and share your
ideas, explore the opportunities, be part of this exciting and interesting
project that could really make a difference for locals as well as for
visitors.

Date

Monday 9 February 2009

Place

St Marks Hall
Segenhoe Street
ABERDEEN

Time

6pm to 8.30pm

- Refreshm~nts will be se~;;, RSVP for ca;ring and for more l;form~tio]
contact Upper Hunter Museum of Rural Life Committee Inc. Jan Sumner
on 02 6543 7150 of Jan Wild on 02 6543 6267.

------

--

.----·----------------------------

Project supported by the NSW Department of State and
Regional Development and the Upper Hunter Shire Council

Department of State and
Regional Development

Gateway project
gets underway
•Frompagel
Museum collection and provide a persuasive reason for
tourists and travellers to stop in Aberdeen would continue with a variety of events planned.
Mr Scriven said consultant Sue Boaden would visit
Aberdeen on February 9 to discuss ideas for the centre.
"This is your chance to discuss with her what you
would like to see in town, and all are welcome to come
and say your piece," he said.
Speaking at the function where five committee members put on a stunning gala spread of old-fashioned
country food including some spectacular sponges,
scones, tarts and quiches, Cr Bill Howey said it was obvious the Aberdeen community had the energy and ability
to succeed.
"This is wonderful hospitality and if you can keep this
going, your success is guaranteed," Cr Howey said.
"This project is about drive, passion, vision and
achievement - John Scriven expected 25 people here
today and got 125 and that demonstrates how much
desire there is for this project to become a reality," Cr
Howey said.
•
Addressing the gathering, Department of State and
Regional Development representative Susan Rowe said
a viable and sustainable cultural centre would create new
opportunities for employment and investment in
Aberdeen.
Arts Upper Hunter representative Sandra Reichel
said a centre with a museum space, facilities for touring
exhibitions, and a venue for performers had the potential
to be "a cultural and creative hub" for the town.
The business plan is expected to be complete within
four months.
•
Council's community grants officer Amelia Hohnen
worked with the Upper Hunter Museum of Rural Life
committee to obtain funding under the Community
Economic Development Program.

The successful funding submission included a
detailed economic snapshot of Aberdeen and the surrounding district.
"The committee aim to establish a Cultural Centre as
a gateway to the Upper Hunter, to enhance the economic potential of the town and region and create energy that
will encourage business investment in the area," Ms
Hohnen said.
She said the committee envisaged a centre that would
incorporate a tourist information centre, a Men's Shed
and workshop, and a multi-function space where concerts, films, weddings and conferences could be held, as
well as an interpretative area featuring a revival of the
CWA tea room service.
Ms Hohnen said the committee aimed .to showcase
exhibits from the Lake Glenbawn Museum Collection
and a council committee had been established to recommend the best future for the collection based at
Glenbawn Dam.
"The significance of the collection, its ability to tell
stories and provide educational tools, will be an invaluable asset for the community," Ms Hohnen said.
"The centre will celebrate and showcase the significance of the area's rural heritage through interpretative
displays and working demonstrations," she said.
Consultant Sue Boaden of the Australia Street
Company has been engaged to work with the committee
and the broader community to create a business plan for
the Cultural Centre.
"The business plan will determine the optimal business mix within the Upper Hunter Cultural Centre at
Aberdeen, and it will include a future management and
operational plan," Ms Hohnen said.
"The committee is determined to facilitate a project
that will enliven life in Aberdeen today, present the heritage of the area and enable the town to grow and prosper
in future."
At the event
were Helen
Ellis and Bruce
James
(pictured left)
and Jan
Simmons and
Wilma Heuston
(pictured
below).

•More
photos
page 15
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UpperHunterMuseum of Rural Life CommitteetreasurerJohn Scrivenand UpperHunterShireCouncilcon:'munitygrantsofficerAmeliaHohnen.

Gateway project
gets underway
MORE than 120 people from
throughout the Upper Hunter
attended a celebration to mark the
start of the Aberdeen Cultural
Centre Business Plan project last
Thursday at St Mark's Anglican
Hall in Aberdeen.
Upper Hunter Museum of Rural

Life treasurer John Scriven said he
was thrilled so many people from
Aberdeen, Muswellbrook, Martindale, Rouchel, Scone and surrounding areas were keen to support
the proposal.
Mr Scriven thanked the NSW
Department of State and Regional

Development for providing $10,945
seed funding and Upper Hunter
Shire Council for providing up to
$5000.
He said fundraising for a multipurpose Cultural Centre that would
ultimately house the Glenbawn
• Continued page 13
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Aberdeen Cultural
Centre launch

Lorraine Gardiner and Jim and Beryl Hartin.

Mary-Anne and Tim Pike, with Welington
Sardinha.

Sylvia Lawson, Beryl Vetcher and Errol Heuston.
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Aberdeen
workshop
THE idea of establishing a cultural and visitor hub in Aberdeen is
gaining momentum and
a community workshop
is scheduled for early
February.
The workshop will be
a first step in researching the feasibility of
establishing
the
centre.
The Upper Hunter
Museum of Rural Life
committee will get a
grant from the NSW
Department of State
and
Regional
Development to develop
the centre's business
plan.
The workshop is
scheduled for Monday,
February 9 from 6pm to
8.30pm at St Marks
Hall.

Centre plan starts
'' It's always
good to have a
committeethat I
can work With,, :
Upper Hunter Shire Council
Business Development officer
Sean Constable
CELEBRATION: Community Economic

Developmentmanager Susan Roweand Upper
Hunter Museum of Rural Life chairman John Scriven
at the high tea last Thursday.

THE
St
Mark's
Anglican
Hall
at
Aberdeen was brimming with residents
from all over the
Upper Hunter last
'Thursday evening.
About 120 people
crammed into the hall
for a high tea celebrating the commencement of the Aberdeen
Cultural
Centre
Business Plan.
It was a great surprise for the organisers who had predicted
that only 25 people
would RSVP.
But,
with
the
Museum of Rural Life
as a main feature of
the project, there was
a lot of community
interest in the project,
especially from those
who had contributed

items to the museum
The family wants to
which is currently
make sure the articles
based
at
Lake
are preserved.
Glenbawn
and is
The evening includrarely open to the ed a number
of
public.
speeches and congratMarion Miles made ulations and featured
her way to the event C o m m u n i t y
from Rouchel because E c o n o m i • c
she had a special
Development managinterest in one of the er Susan Rowe.
items,
a wedding
Ms Rowe's departdress which was worn ment gave the Upper
by her great great' Hunter Museum of
grandmother
Shira
Campbell at her wed- Rural Life ' a $10 ' 925
in Scotland in grant for the Business
I ding
the
1827. The family came Plan through
Community
and
to Australia in 1839.
E c o n o m i c
The wedding dress
D e v e 1o p m e n t
and a number of other
artefacts from the old Program.
Ms Rowe said she
family property which
hoped the cultural
was resumed to make
centre would open up
way for Glenbawn
Dam, were put in the ' more local job opportunities and that the
museum.
Development
Plan
I

I

information centre.
Other guest speakwould see what the
community wants.
ers included Sandra
Upper
Hunter
Upper
Hunter
Reichel representing
Museum of Rural Life
Shire
Council
Arts Upper Hunter,
committee chairman
B u s i n e s s and Bill Howey who
John
Scriven said the
Development officer
spoke as chairman of
cultural
centre should
Sean Constable also
the Hunter Valley
spoke and said the
be
able
to
hold many
Museum of Rural Life
Upper
Hunter
of the ideas brought to
committee.
I Museum of Rural Life
Along with moving the committee.
committee had been
the
Museum of Rural
Mr Scriven joked
working on movin.e:
that the only thing it
I the
museum for the Life to the proposed
Aberdeen
Cultural
laSt two years.
could not hold is an
"This really is the Centre, some of the
Olympic swimming
fiirst
M r other ideas include re- pool.
step, "
establishing
the
CWA
Constable said.
He said council also tea rooms and develdonated $5000 to help oping a larger visitor
with the Development
l Plan and commended
the efforts of the
committee.
"It's always good to
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have a committee that
I can work with."

High tea at Aberdeen
ABERDEEN put on a
show last Thursday
night when residents
packed into· St Mark's
Anglican Hall for a
traditional high tea
and speeches about
funding for the Upper
Hunter Museum of
Rural
Life
Development Plan.
Residents
flocked
from Aberdeen as well
as outside areas such
as Scone, Rouchel and
Martindale.
• Photos by TANYA CELEBRATING: Fromleft,TrevorJudell, Anne McMullin,AudreyEntwisleand
MARSCHKE
FlorenceThomas.

Town
hosts a
high tea
for plan

SOCIAL OCCASION: Fromleft, Evelynand Alan

Doak and Carole Johnston.

PAGE10
FRIENDS: Fromleft,Geiea Glasby and Gwen Lloyd.
\
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Aberdeen
Community Planning Workshop
15th April 2_009

AGENDA
Welcome & Introductions

Steve Pryor

Purpose of this evening

Susan Rowe

Achievements/ Update on key projects

Sean Constable

Review Vision

Susan Rowe

Review of SWOT analysis

Susan Rowe

Break/Refreshments

Small Groups Discussion
Presentation by each small group

(3-5 mins per group)

Prioritising - dot method
Where to from here

Susan Rowe

Thank you and close

Steve Pryor

Department of State and
Regional Development

This workshop is supported and
facilitated by
NSW Department of
State & Regional Development

This workshop is also supported by Upper Hunter Shire Council

Department of State and
Regional Development

The Upper Hunter_Museum of Rural Life Inc
(Aberdeen)
have pleasure in inviting you and your friends
,_
to our

MID WINTER
,,,,,,,-.

SOIREE
in celebration of the presentation of the

UPPER HUNTER CULTURAL CENTRE
BUSINESS PLAN--

--

Thursday 2nd July, 2009.
At 6p.m.
St.Mark's Anglican Hall,
Segenhoe Street, Aberdeen.
Special guests for the evening will include

TREVOR JAMISON - Heritage architect
Will discuss the museum collection at Glenbawn, and the possible use of
a heritage building in Aberdeen to re-house this collection

BRIDGET NICHOLSON - Regional Director Arts Upper Hunter
Will talk of the need of the establishment of a cultural centre in Aberdeen to serve
the needs of the people of the Upper Hunter region.

For catering reasons please RSVP
Jan Sumner 6543 7150 or .Jan Wild 6543 6267

Region at a glance
Cultural centre plan
ABERDEEN will be one step closer to becoming a hot spot on the
map next week when the Upper
Hunter Cultural Centre Business
Plan is launched.
The plan will be presented at a
Mid Winter Soiree event on
Thursday, July 2 at 6pm at St
Mark's Anglican Hall in Aberdeen.
The evening will be hosted by
the Upper Hunter Museum of Rural
Life Inc (Aberdeen) and there will
be
special
guest
speakers.
Trevor Jamison, a heritage architect, will speak on the possible use
of a eritage building m e ~
and Regional Director of Arts
Upper Hunter, Bridget Nicholson,
will speak on the need for a cultural
centre in Aberdeen.
For more information or to
RSVP contact Jan Sumner on 6543
7150 or Jan Wild on 6543 6267 •
.H,UNT~R.W~LLEY
N,EWS ♦ Wednesday.June 24, 2009

By BronwynFarr

A DYNAMIC and multi-functional cultural centre would enhance the community of Aberdeen, according to Arts
Upper Hunter regional development
officer Bridget Nicholson.
Speaking at a gathering to launch the
Aberdeen Cultural Centre business plan
at St Matthew's Hall last week, Ms
Nicholson said it was vital that the centre was a building used by local people.
"The cultural centre should be a place
of activity, the central hub, the breathing
heart of a place, with a whole variety of
things going on and a whole range of
people - young and old - coming
together to use the space at all different
times of the day," she said in a speech.
"The cultural centre would be a gate-

way to the Upper Hunter for tourists to with a role in community cultural/ arts
learn a bit about the area, but more development, in tourism services, in
important it is how it services the local economic development and in educacommunity, and how relevant it is to tion and skills development." Ms
locals," she said.
Boaden said in her report.
"Sometimes this relevance gets lost
"The Centre is proposed as a venue
when we focus too much on tourism and for conserving and showcasing the
get excited about the potential tourist Museum of Rural Life Collection curdollar- but the focus of the cultural cen- - rently housed at Lake Glenbawn State
tre must be the local people," she said,
Park. Recognising the collection's sig"We also need to think about creating nificance as well as the role of a musea place of sheer beauty - so let's go for um/interpretive centre in celebrating
broke and don't settle for anything less," and fostering community understandMs Nicholson said.
ing of rural and regional heritage and
Sue Boaden of the Australia Street lifestyles."
Company created a plan for the centre
It would also serve as a multipurpose
on behalf of the Upper Hunter Museum cultural facility that celebrates local
identity and sense of place through a
of Rural Life committee.
"The Centre is proposed as a gateway program of temporary exhibitions and PRESENTATION: Aberdeen Museum of Rural Life committee memdevelopment - located in Aberdeen
cultural events.
ber Jan Wild and architect Trevor Matheson

SOCIAL: Florence Thomas, Geida Glasby and Sylvia Lawson at the gathering to launch Aberdeen's Cultural Centre plan.

DISCUSSION: Arts Upper Hunter administrator Sandra Reichel
with Upper Hunter Sh.ire Councillor Deirdre Peebles.

INTERESTED: Irene Haynes and Mary
Bowman at the gathering.
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Culture centre plan launched
By CAITLIN ANDREWS

MONTHS of effort and dedication by a
small group of community members
was highlighted last week when the
Aberdeen based Upper Hunter
Museum of Rural Life launched the
Upper Hunter
Cultural
Centre
Business Plan.
Proposed to be builtinAberdeen, the
Cultural Ceritre is a project designed
to put the small town of Aberdeen back
on the map as a hot spot in the Upper
Hunter.
More than 80 community members
including
Upper Hunter
Shire
Councillors Lee Watts and Lea Carter
joined last Thursday evening for a Mid
Winter Soiree where the plans were
unveiled to the community.
The plan, which has received funding from the Department of State and
Regional Development as well as the
Upper Hunte·r Shire Council, incorpo-

rates the housing of the Museum of
Rural Life collection at Glenbawn
Dam and creating a community centre
to serve the needs of the people in the
area.
The neglected collection of more
than 1000 items from large farming
machinery to small historical trinkets
is currently housed at Glenbawn Dam.
Heritage Architect, Trevor Jamison
has played a major role in the project's
development to date and in exploring
the most suitable location for the
museum.
Mr Jamison spoke at the Soiree discussing the collection and the possible
use of a heritage building to re-house
the collection in Aberdeen.
He described the collection as 'bigger than Ben Hur'.
Mr Jamison spoke on the suitability
of the M Campbell and Company Store
as the new home for the -museum
collection.

"One of the strengths of the collection is its size and there are a lot of very
significant items within it,"he said.
He said the Campbell's building was
close to being a dream building for the
purpose as it has an elegance of it's
own.
Arts Upper Hunter regional director
Bridget Nicholson spoke on the
demand for the establishment of a cultural centre to serve the needs of the
people of the Upper Hunter region.
Cr Lee Watts spoke about the opportunity for The Real Shed to be established in the Aberdeen community and
the Department ofState and Regional
Development Hunter Region manager
Susan Rowe also addressed the crowd.
Upper Hunter Museum of Rural
Life chairman John Scriven said he
was extremely happy with the event.
"People didn't really know what was
going on and now they do, which is
excellent,"he said.

SOCIAL: Lorraine Gardiner, Marion Clydsdale, Cathy Wykes and Fred Day at the Upper Hunter Museum of Rural Life function.

PLANS: Arts Upper Hunter regional director Bridget
Nicholson and Department of State and Regional
Development Hunter Region manager Susan Rowe.

LAUNCH: Upper Hunter Shire councillor Lea Carter with
Upper Hunter Museum of Rural Life chairman John
Scriven addressing the crowd on Thursday evening.
: ~GOt,IE;~DVOCAT.I; ♦ J:IJ\J~~\l.ay,
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Input wanted for Illuseurn upgrade
Hunter celebrating its stories," Mr possible, and straighten out some
Constable said.
loan and gift issues at the same
"We want to develop engaging
UPPER Hunter residents are being
time," MrConstable said.
invited to play a vital role in the revi- and memorable permanent and temHunter-based historian Lesley
porary exhibitions that tell the sto- Gent created a report and prelimjtalisation
of the important
ries that shape local identity and nary catalogue for the Lake
Glenbawn Museum Collection.
sense of place."
Upper Hunter Shire Council
Glenbawn State Park Trust in 2006,
In conjunction
with
the • and a year later, Conservator Mary
business development officer Sean
Constable said it was essential to Department of Lands, the Hunter
Gissing from Sydney's Powerhouse
obtain information from locals to - Valley Museum of Rural Life com- Museum prepared a site repor.t statenhance the collection.
mittee - itself a S355 committee of ing the collection was significant. •
He said several independent
council - is seeking to interview
Interviews will be conducted on
curators and the Upper Hunter Shire local people about their connection Monday August 17 to Wednesday
Council's own museum adviser
with museum items.
August 19 at the Upper Hunter
Lynn Collins had stated thecollec"We are seeking information
Shire Council Chambers in Scone.
tion was significant.
from organisations, families and
Contact Upper Hunter Shire
"Through the collection, we have donors who are stakeholders in the Council Tourism Manager Belinda
the opportunity to highlight the his- museum, so that we can find out as McKenzie on 6545 1526 to make an
. tory and heritage of the Upper much about the collection history as appointment.
By BronwynFarr
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Enhancing Glenbawn
Museum collection
UPPER Hunter residents are being seeking to interview local people about
invited to play a vital role in the revital- their connection with museum items.
"We are seeking information from
isation of the Glenbawn Museum
organisations, families and donors who
collection.
Upper Hunter Shire Council busi- are stakeholders in the museum, so that
ness development officer Sean we can find out as much about the colConstable said it was essential to obtain lection history as possible, and
information from locals to enhance the straighten out some loan and gift issues
at the same time," Mr Constable said.
collection.
Hunter-based historian Lesley Gent
He said several independent curators
created a report and preliminary cataand the Upper Hunter Shire Council's
own museum adviser Lynn Collins had logue for the Lake Glenbawn State
Park Trust in 2006, and a year later,
stated the collection was significant.
"Through the collection, we have the Conservator Mary Gissing from
opportunity to highlight the history and Sydney's Powerhouse Museum p_reheritage of the Upper Hunter, celebrat- pared a site report stating the collection
was significant.
ing its stories," Mr Constable said.
Interviews will be conducted on
"We want to develop engaging and
memorable permanent and temporary Monday, August 17 and Tuesday,
exhibitions that tell the stories that August 18 at the Upper Hunter Shire
shape local identity and sense of place." Council Chambers in Scone.
Contact Upper Hunter Shire Council
In conjunction with the Glenbawn
State Park Trust, the Hunter Valley tourismmanager Belinda M_cKenzieon
Museum of Rural Life Committee is 6545 1526 to make an appointment.
HUNTERVALLEYNEWS♦-Wednesday, August 12, 2009

Funds sought to
progressAb~rdeen
museum project
A PROPOSAL has been lodged with the Upper Hunter
Shire Council to provide financial assistance for a feasibility study on the historic Campbell's Store in
Aberdeen.
Campbell's Store is the proposed location for the
planned Hunter Valley Museum of RuralLife and a cultural centre.
If granted, the request made by the Hunter Valley
Museum of Rural Life Committee, will allow the committee to use an architect to investigate the building and
confirm whether it is suitable to house the intended
museum.
The museum and adjacent cultural centre has been in
the pipeline for some time and will involve re-locating a
collection of more than 1,000 items from the Museum of
Rural Life at Glenbawn Dam to a site in Aberdeen.
The collection will be complemented by a community cultural centre including a visitor information centre
and coffee shop.
To date, preliminary investigations into the suitability of the building have been conducted by a heritage
architect and the committee has prepared a business plan
outlining initial costs and operational and management
issues for the proposed cultural centre.
Hunter Valley Museum of Rural Life committee
member Bridget Nicholson said the committee had proposed a report to the council which requested it consider a'consultant architect to study the site.
She said the architect would be needed to investigate
the site and business plan and consider the activities that
would be carried out at the site, the climate requirements
for museum objects, the costs associated and potential of
the site.
Upper Hunter Shire Council moved a motion at its
ordinary council meeting last week to consider a contribution to the feasibility study.
HUNTER VALLEY

NEWS ♦ Wednesday,

November 4, 2009

Museum, cultural centre gains $2500
THE drive to establish a major donation to be received
Museum of Rural Life and and it was not the only act of genCultural Centre in Aberdeen was erosity in recent weeks.
given a push in the right direction
"The Sydney Film Centre has
on Friday night when the com- donated a state of the art film promittee received a cheque for jector along with a rather large
micromesh screen," he said.
$2500.
"It just goes to show what peoThe financial support was
received
from
Walfertan
ple are prepared to give but the
Processors
with Aberdeen
problem at the moment is that we
Walfertan
tannery
owner don't.have anywhere to put it."
Wellington Sardinia presenting .
Momentum is building in the
the cheque to the committee on committee's campaign to move
Friday.
the current museum at Glenbawn
'>Jwas talking with some of Dam to Aberdeen as the collecthe committee members about tion of artefacts and clothing
continues to grow.
how the town needs a cultural
centre and the company accepted
Mr Scriven said they would
my recommendation to donate continue to push for further
$2500 towards it," he said.
funds to make the dream a
"I have felt so welcome here reality.
"Out at Glenbawn Dam they
since moving to town last
January that I felt I had a social have the best collection of rural
responsibility to help."
life artefacts in the state and it is
Upper Hunter Museum of just collecting dust," he said.
Rural Life and Cultural-Centre
"If we don't do it the kids will
committee
chairman
John have their education not knowScriven said this was the first ing what their past represented."

DONATION: Aberdeen Walfertan
tannery owner Wellington Sardinia
with Upper Hunter Museum of Rural
Life and Cultural Centre committee
chaircnan John Scriven.
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Cultural centre
projectin limbo
By BronwynFarr

A YEAR has passed since the Aberdeen Cultural Centre
businessplan was launched amid much fanfare- but the
project appears to be in limbo.
Last July, Arts Upper Hunter regional development
officer Bridget Nicholson outlined a vision for a
multi-functional cultural centre to enhance the
- Aberdeen community and as a gateway destination
for the Upper Hunter.
Sue Boaden of the Australia Street Company created
a plan for the centre on behalf of the Upper Hunter
Museum of Rural Life (UHMRL) committee.
The idea was to have a centre that served community,
cultural and arts development, tourism, economic
developmentand education and skills development..
In the business plan, the centre was proposed as a
venue for conserving and showcasing the Museum of
Rural Life Collection currently housed at Lake
Glenbawn State Park.
The business plan said the cultural centre would
recognise the collection's significance and would be "a
museum/interpretivecentre in celebrating and fostering
communityunderstanding of rural and regional heritage
and lifestyles".
But at a recent meeting of the Hunter ValleyMuseum
of RuralLife (HVMRL)a completely different committee and one which operates under the Upper Hunter
Shire Council's auspices- noted that the Upper Hunter
Shire Council had not included a contribution to the
project in its 2010-11 budget.
The committee sought quotes for a feasibility study
but no formal quotes were i:eceivedwith firms unwilling
to commit resources to develop a quote without confirmation offunding being available.
In the meantime, Walfertan Tannery has given the
UHMRL $2500 to develop a prospectus to sell-the
concept of a cultural centre that includes the museum
collection.
The HVMRL is now investigating options put forward by the Glenbawn State Park Trust to keep the
museum collection at its current location.
GlenbawnState Park Trust deputy chair Stuart Veitch
said the trust had worked with relevant museum bodies
and had applied for funding to undertake a Conservation
Needs Assessment with the National Library of
Australia.
He said the trust was working with the University of
Newcastle to develop the funding application.
A "significance assessment" of the museum collection is yet to be completed.
HUNTERVALLEYNEWS ♦ Wednesday, July 14, 201 o
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Expert curator$visit
museum of rural life
CROWN Lands general manager Graham
Harding is pleased to announce one of the
Hunter Valley region's most precious collections of historical local artefacts is emerging
as an important, nationally significant museum.
. Expert curators will visit the Hunter Valley
Museum of Rural Life, managed by the Lake
Glenbawn State Park Trust, on Thursday
July 15, to share their skills with a group of
dedicated local volunteer caretakers.
"From its modest beginnings in 1966, the
museum today-rivals that of other regional
collections," Mr Harding said.
"In 2009 the head of conservation
at
Sydney's Powerhouse Museum visited the collection and offered to clean and re-box some of
the more delicate items, pro bono, to assist the
regional museum.
"The collection is comprehensive and tells
the unique story of the Hunter Valley area
from early settlement.
"It features items from its significant agricultural, industrial, transport and infrastructure developments, and personal artefacts
which reveal the stories behind some of the
area's influential families and individuals."
Internationally
trained conservator Amir
Mogadam from the University of Newcastle
will attend the volunteer training day, together with the curator of the Armidale Historical
Museum, J>eter Chambers, and Kay and
Marcus Holdsworth,
who are providing
advice on non-toxic pest controls.
Community members with direct family
and historical links to the collection will also
attend.
Volunteers will learn all about cleaning and
caring for the collection, which includes the
wedd_ing dress worn by Sarah Campbell,
matriarch
of th~ pastoral
dynasties
at
Glenrock, Tugolo and Tomalla Stations during the 1840s.
Also in the collection is a 1920 Jelbart steam
traction
engine,
19th century
military
firearms, a 1929 International Harvester red
farm truck, and a wedding parasol which
belonged to Agnes Rodd Bell, given to her by
her father Sir John Robertson in 1860, a year
before he enacted the NSW Robertson Acts
allowing free settlement in the colony.
Twelve volunteer caretakers aged 40 to 90
from Aberdeen, Muswellbrook, Singleton and
Scone have also previously taken a TAFE
course in Introduction
to working
in
Museums.

SCONE ADVOCATE ♦ Thursday, July 15, 2010

NE\\CASTLE

HERALD
Expert curators visit Museum of Rural Life
BY TYRON BUTSON
16 Jul, 2010 04:00 AM
Regal 19th century grand pianos, antique firearms, wedding parasols and a 1929 International Harvester farm truck got the love and attention they have
craved for many years yesterday.
A team of expert curators dropped into the Hunter Valley Museum of Rural Life, managed by the Lake Glenbawn State Park Trust, to share their skills
with the volunteer museum staff.
• The museum, which opened in 1966, has more than 1000 historic items including farm machinery, vehicles such as sulkies, penny farthing bikes and
horse-drawn carts, war medals, coins, 18th century firearms and a range of Aboriginal memorabilia, including boomerangs, spears and armour.
University ofNewcastle conservator Amir Mogadam and her team spent much of the day teaching the volunteers about non-toxic pest controls and better
cleaning and preservation techniques.
Crown Lands general manager Graham Harding said the museum was an important link to the Hunter's past.
"The collection is comprehensive and tells the unique story of the Hunter Valley area from early·settlement," he said.

KEY MUSIC: Michael Burns cleans an antique piano. - Picture by Peter Stoop

useuin full sterun ahea
A MUSEUM planned for Aberdeen has
been described as 'emerging as nationally significant' by Crown Lands general
manager Graham Harding.
Expert curators visited the Hunter
ValleyMuseum of Rural Life last week to
share their skills with a group of local
volunteer caretakers about how to clean
and care for the collection.
Mr Harding said the museum, managed by the Lake Glenba~n State Trust,
is one of the region's most precious collections of historical local artefacts.
"From its modest beginnings in 1966,
the museum today rivals that of other
regional collections," Mr Harding said.
"In 2009 the head of conservation at
Sydney's Powerhouse Museum visited
the collection and offered to clean and rebox some of the more delicate items, pro
bono, to assist the regional museum.
''The collection is comprehensive and
tells the unique story of the Hunter Valley
area from early settlement."
The collection features items from
significant agricultural, industrial, trans-

port and infrastructure developments and
personal artefacts from some of the
area's influential people and families.
Plans have been in progress for well
over 12 months to relocate the museum
collection to Aberdeen.
The Hunter Valley Museum of Rural
Life committee is forging ahead with
plans for an Aberdeen Cultural Centre,
which would house the museum.
Contrary to a report in last week's
Hunter Valley News, proponents of the
Aberdeen Cultural Centre say the project
is not in limbo and is progressing well.
"Positive steps have been put down for
the Museum of Rural Life to move forward," said Aberdeen's John Scriven.
Mr Scriven said a number of meetings
would be held in coming weeks to continue planning, including a meeting with
internationally trained conservator Amir
Mogadam from the University of
Newcastle.
Mr Mogadam was among experts who
visited Aberdeen last week to meet with
the local volunteers.
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Workshops improve
museum collection
B Caltlln Andrews

A GROUP of enthusiastic
volunteers from across the
Hµnter gathered at the
Hunter Valley Museum of
Rural life last Thursday for
one of many workshops to
rehabilitate the collection.
Based at Lake Glenbawn
State Park, the museum is
home to more than 1000 historical
items
including
musical instruments such
as an 1840 Kirkman Grand
Piano and a 1910 Claviola,
as well as furniture,
machinery,
sewing
machines and ornaments.
The collection has been
established for many years,
however in recent years has
come into the public eye as it
has been proposed to relocate
the
museum
to
Aberdeen.
The
Upper
Hunter
Museum of Rural Life and
Cultural Centre Inc has
been working hard and
negotiating with the Upper
Hunter Shire Council, heritage
advisors,
the
Department of Land and
Property Management, the
Lake Glenbawn State Park
Trust and other authorities
in the hope of establishing
the museum as part of their
dream cultural centre.
Members of Scone and
· Muswellbrook's Historical
Societies, community members and Upper Hunter
Museum of Rural Life and
Cultural Centre Inc members
were
joined
by
Department of Land and
Property
Management
Authority •(LPMA) representative
Susan
Effenberger anq internationally trained conservator

WORKSHOPS: Bek Shephard, Department of Land and Property Management Authority representative Susan Effenberger, Denise Bell, TAFE representative Annabelle Mcloughlin, Kay
Holdsworth,Dianne Walmsley, Internationally trained conservator Amir Moghadam, Roy Staddon,
(front) John Driscoll and Mike Burns with a 1920 tractor donated by Jim Challis.

Amir Moghadam from the
people, places and objects
University
of Newcastle
of the museum.
last week to examine the • "We want to take care of
objects in the collection and what is here and now, look
work to improve their curafter the collection as it is,"
rent state.
Ms Effenberger said.
A volunteer day is now
She said that whether the
being held once a month in museum is relocated in the
order to carry out maintefuture is not at the core of
nance to the museum items
the workshops; they are
as well as learn facts and
about
maintaining
the
history about them.
museum at the present.
Anyone who would be
Ms Effenberger said it
was great to see community
interested in sharing their
members loaning theminterest or expertise in any
selves to getting involved in area of museum artifacts or
the museum and the proj- objects that may be in the
museum are always welects.
come to go along to the
.The LPMA is assisting
"
to provide an overview of workshops.
the collection, the history
Thirteen interested peoof the building and the
ple from Aberdeen
and

SCONE

Scone have undertaken
a
TAFE Outreach Course led
by Annabelle McLoughlin to
learn about caring for a
museum and its contents.
Further courses will be
provided in the future to
build on the know ledge
gained.
Ms Effenberger
said a
network was being formed
to help each other with the
project.
"That's where the real
strength in this heritage is,
strength in numbers and
banding together."
Pest control and instrument building were two
topics
on the
agenda
last Thursday,
however
all skills will be covered.
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dled which in turn caused the
museum to close its doors.
The original 'architecturally'
RECENTLY reports have been designed building had a number·
of design faults from the beginseen in the Newcastle Herald,
ning - its floor is cement (holds
Hunter Valley News and The moisture), its outside walls conScone Advocate relating to the tain a large area of glass (the
Hunter Valley Museum of Rural amount of time an item is
Life situated at Lake Glenbawn. exposed to light will directly
There has also been a segment
effect its rate of deterioratfon);
on ABC Radio. To me, all these
location close to a large body of
reports give the impression that
water (fluctuations in relative
the museum is open - "'A team of humidity causes items to swell
expert curators dropped into the and shrink, high humidity leads
Hunter Valley Museum of Rural to mould growth, corrosion and
Life, managed by the Lake encourages insect activity), storGlenbawn State Park Trust, to age - there is no storage area share their skills with the volun- objects do have a limited life,
teer museum staff'' - Newcastle they cannot survive being on disHerald 16-7-10 - the reality is play forever, they need to be
the mu~eum is closed and has rotated, with about a quarter of
been closed for many years.
the year on display and three
In 1965 the Lake Glenbawn
quarters of the year in storage.
National Park Trust accepted a
This process not only prolongs
tender ($16887) from R & N the item's life it means that the
Trading
Co Pty Ltd, of museum's display is continually
Newcast\e, for the construction
changing, which in turn brings
of the two front sections of the in more visitors.
proposed museum.
. Because the museum· was
A grant of $7,500 from the closed and the collection was
NSW Department of Lands, a deteriorating in its present localoan from the same body of$5000 tion a group of Aberdeen people
together
with
donations
(I am not a member) came up
amounting to $1850 from both with the idea to try to re-locate
business and private contributhe collection to Aberdeen.
tors.
Over the years this group has
The nucleus of the valuable
come across many obstacles and
and varied collection was the one of those was that no member
foresight of members of the of the group was qualified to hanHunter Valley Co-Operative
dle the museum items.
Dairy Co (various articles Scone
This led to the TAFE Outreach
Advocate 1965).
class·being held in Aberdeen Monetary donations from the Introduction
to Working in
public were being accepted the Museums.whole time during construction.
On May 31 this year this class
The museum was well patron- was allowed to visit the museum
ised when the Oak Milk Bar at Lake Glenbawn. I am a stuand adjoining park areas were dent in this class and I was
popular.
shocked. The grounds were overrun by khaki weed, the gardens
With the raising of the height
around the perimeter of the
of the dam's wall the museum
became isolated, visitors dwin- museum building were over-

Questionon collection's
fate

that they were welcome, once
grown and out of control.
Inside the building there were again to the museum at Lake
Glenbawn on Thursday, July 15,
many signs that pests including
rats, possums etc had been and with the view to help clean the
were still in the building, the collection. I took up the offer.
That morning an article
floor area to the back of the two
enclosed rooms was covered in appeared in The SconeAdvocate.
dirt, dust, leaves etc.
When I arrived it was nice to see
Who was responsible for the that the garden had been lopped,
upkeep of this collection? Where the floor in the back area was
clear of dirt and leaves, however
was their duty of care?
Simple housekeeping meas- the roof in the main section was
ures detect damage early- early still leaking, as there were puddetection means less costly . dles of water on the concrete
repairs - late detection means
floor, vermin were still inside the
very costly repairs.
building, as there were further
I know I wasn't the only class holes in the ceiling and the styromember that was disillusioned.
foam from the ceiling was scatAs a group we were allowed to tered over items in the collection
view the collection and later on as well as the floor.
the Hunter region's only conserBefore we started cleaning a
vator, Amir Mogadam, gave a journalist
arrived from the
very interesting and informative
Newcastle Herald, followed by a
talk on caring for a collection, journalist
from The Scone
preventative measures etc - the Advocate, then I heard that the
only trouble was that I could not ABC Radio was also waiting to
see these principles currently
do an interview with Amir
being carried out in this muse- Mogadam.
um.
I was of the belief that we were
Towards the end of the semes- invited tQ the museum to help
ter a class member mentioned
clean but why all the publicity? I
that he would like to think some- know some members of the
thing positive had been achieved TAFE class are_skeptical as the-y
by our class. It was these com- don't want to be used as free
ments that saw the drafting of a labour to clean the collection
letter to the Minister for the then see it packed up artd moved
Arts, Virginia Judge making the out of the Upper Hunter.
following comment: "Out of
I did hear that a grant applicasheer frustration and despair we tion had been prepared and subseek the weight of your ministe- mitted and when asked for what
rial intervention and-assistance
purpose, I wasn't really given a
to save this significant collection direct answer. It appears that
from further deterioration 1 gross the grant application is to purnegligence and to prevent the chase a computer programme
(but not a computer) to allow the
loss of our cultural heritage."
The TAFE Outreach class is in collection to be put onto a datarecess until August 2. Anyone base. I thought that someone
who is interested in joining this had previously been paid to catalogue the collection.
group is quite welcome to - just
I also thought _that
a
turn up at the Community Hall
in Aberdeen at 10am.
Significance Assessment had
Whilst in recess, class mem- been compiled on the collection.
bers were given the message
I know there are a lot of your

readers that are interested in
the conservation of this valuable
collection of artifacts and wish to
see it kept within the Upper
Hunter.
When are we going to be told
the truth about its fate?Why all
the sudden publicity that is very
misleading?
Denise Bell
Aberdeen
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